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a Peak value of the AC line voltage.
A Matrix in the state space equation.
b Peak value of the AC line current.
b Matrix in the state space equation.
C Capacitor or Capacitance.
C Matrix in the state space equation.
D Steady state Duty cycle.
D'
1 -D
DMax Maximum steady state duty cycle.
Gsh Transfer function for the sample and hold circuit.
Gv Compensated transfer function for the voltage error amplifier.
li RMS value for the fundamental component of i(t)
lg Inductor current peak value.
Ih Total RMS values of the harmonics of i(t).
iM Peak value for iM.
iM Control current source model for the PFC Boost Converter.
im Control current source model for the PFC Boost Converter.
I0 DC output current of the PFC Boost Converter.
IR Composite signal of lRef and mc.
[Ref Reference signal for the current
controllers.
Irms RMS values of i(t).
i(t) AC line current.
ic Capacitor current.
iL Inductor current.
krms RMS value of the inductor current.
Ka Product of Kum and Km
Kb Product of Ki and Ka
Kl Gain from iRefto iL(t)
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Km Multiplier gain.
Kr Scaling constant from vs to lR.
Kmn Scaling constant for vs sense.
Kvo Scaling constant for v0 sense.
Ki Constant = vg I v0
L Inductor or Inductance.
mi Positive going slope of the inductor current.
n%2 Negative going slope of the inductor current.
mc Compensation slope
PA Apparent Power.
Pac AC component of the output Power.
Pavg Average component of the output Power.
PF Power Factor.
PFC Power Factor Correction.
Pin Input power to the converter.
P0 Output power of the converter.
PR Real Power.
Q Normalized load parameter = r /col
Qc Critical Q value indicating the boundary of CCM and DCM.
R Converter output DC load = v0l h
Rc Equivalent Series Resistance of the output capacitor.
REff Equivalent input resistance of the PFC Boost Converter.
RL Series Resistance of the inductor.
R0 DC load resistance at the output of the converter.
ri Small signal input impedance of Switching Converters.
r0 Small signal value of R0.
S LaPlace operator.
T Period of the AC line.
THD Total Harmonic Distortion.
Ts Switching period of the converter.
u Input to the state equations.
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vc Voltage across output capacitor.
vcnt Control voltage to the current modulator.
verr Error voltage between the output voltage and voltage reference.
vg Peak value of v(t)
VR Fullwave rectified vs(t)
VL Voltage across the inductor.
v0 DC or average output voltage.
vref Reference voltage for the voltage control loop.
Vrms RMS value of v(t).
x State variable matrix.
y Output vector for the state equations.
z Z Transform operator.
z0 Output impedance of the converter.
zr Characteristic impedance of the resonant input filter.
0 Phase angle between u(t) and i(t).
6 Duty cycle: 0<6<1.
cp Inductor current dwell angle.
Y Inductor current delay angle.
e Efficiency: 0< 8^1.
uj Radian frequency = 2n/T.
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Power Converterwith capacitive input filter is a non-linear load to the Utility AC
power lines. There are widely used as Switch-Mode Power Supplies in office
equipment applications ranging from Personal Computers to Office Printers and
Copiers. The distorted input currentwaveform extracted by the capacitive input
filter of the power converters produces unwanted harmonicswhich propagates to
other line powered equipments. The harmonic pollutes the AC lines and interferes
with the operations of sensitive line powered equipments. The distorted current
waveform also leads to inefficient utilization of the available power from the AC
outlet. This is because the AC line power is transferred to the load onlywhen each
frequency component of the line voltage is an in-phase, scaler related quantity with
respect to the same frequency component of the extracted current. The problems of
poor power factor and harmonic distortion are compounded by the proliferation of
Switch-Mode power supplies and the situation is rapidly becoming intolerable.
The problem of poor quality input currentwaveform can be described by two
quantitativemeasurements: Power Factor (pf) and Total Harmonic Distortion (thd).
Two general approaches are available to remedy the problem. One approach is to
install passive filter networks between the Utility AC lines and the capacitive input
filter. The second approach is to design active power processors as dedicated Power
Factor Correction (pfc) Converters and installed as the front end to the capacitive
input filter to shape the distorted current waveform intowaveforms which will yield
higher power factor.
This Thesis first introduce the general concept of PF and harmonic distortion in
Chapter 1 . Chapter 2 derive the mathematical description of pf based on the
concept of real power (pR) and apparent power {pA). Both sinusoidal and
non-
sinusoidal cases are studied. For comparison and completeness, two popular passive
power factor correction filter networks are analyzed in Chapter 3 to derive the
maximum achievable power factor for each network along with the corresponding
harmonic distortions. Governing equations are derived and presented graphically as
a function of the filter network and load parameters. Chapter 4 provides the analysis
of active power factor correction using switch mode Boost Converter. The analysis is
carried out for two types of current controllers used as the current modulators for
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current waveform shaping. The state space averaged modeling approach is
employed to derive the mathematical model of the Boost Converter suitable for
large signal time domain and small signal frequency domain analysis. The model is
further extended to derive the describing equations for the Boost Converter
operating as pfc converter. Characteristics of the two current controller functions
impacting the pfc operation are studied to expose their relative strength and
limitations. The analysis includes the supplementation of the current control loop by
an outer voltage control loop to regulate the output capacitor voltage of the pfc
converter. The large signal analysis is first investigated forPF, waveform quality and
voltage regulation. The small signal analysis follows to extract the frequency domain
behavior of the pfc Boost Converter. The limitation of the voltage control
bandwidth and its effect on the achievable pf is discussed.
Chapter 5 verified the analysis through computer simulation using PSPICE. The
original works of Bello[2] based on Berkeley SPICE are modified for PSPICE. The
models are extended to implement the PFC control functions and simulated in both
large signal time domain and small signal frequency domain.





The analysis and modeling of Switch-Mode Power Converters (SMPC) using averaged
state-space equations was based on the works of Dr. R. D. Middlebrook of California
Institute of Technology first published in the late 1970's. References [1] and [2] are
the original source of the model derivation and verification for the basic converter
topologies. The introduction of state space averaged equations is considered a
breakthrough toward the advancement of SMPCs. The approach allowed the
designers to use a single linear circuit model to describe the behavior of the
switching power converter. The topology of the circuit model is the same regardless
of the original converter topology. Only the model element values are changed to
accommodate various converter topologies. The technique was further extended in
references [3], [4] and [5] to include current programmed power converters and
converters with multiple control loops. Two text books covering the basic
voltage-
mode, single loop control state space equationswithin an overall topic of SMPC are
listed as references [8] and [9].
Dr. Bello successfully adapted the state space averaged model of SMPC into SPICE2
circuit simulation models. Dr. Bello'swork is referenced in [6] and [7] covering both
single loop voltage mode control and multiple loop current programmed converters.
A NASA sponsored academic research report of using SMPC to correct for poor
quality input current waveform of the capacitive input filter off line power supplies
was published in 1986 and is listed as reference [10]. This report covered the basic
requirements of current waveform shaping using SMPC. The method developed in
reference [10] , although not explicitly stated, was valid only for average current
control implementation of the power factor control function. The small signal
analysis of PFC SMPC was not included in the report. Reference [1 1] took an
pragmatic approach in the analysis of PFC Boost Converter. Both large signal and
small signal analysis are completed with an intuitive approach. Reference [17]
followed the same analytical approach of reference [11] but extended the result for
several different control circuits. The pros and cons of each control circuit was briefly
discussed and lead to the recommendation of "Regulation
Band"
control circuit as
the inner current controller.
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Henze and Mohan'swork, listed as reference [12], presented an AC to DC power
conditioner that draws sinusoidal input current. The current waveform shaping was
accomplished with hysteresis current programmed control loop. Henze and Mohan
used a multiplying DAC (Digital to Analog Converter) instead of an analog multiplier
circuit to generate the current program reference. The DC voltage control was
accomplished by varying digital byte input to the DAC which provide the gain
control of the multiplier. The digital byte was generated by an outer voltage control
loop using a digital proportional integral algorithm.
Reference [13] proposed a predictive control scheme for shaping the current
waveform. The actual waveform of the input current was not sensed but predicted
based on the sensed line voltage. The current control system is open loop which
resulted in a somewhat distorted input currentwaveform near the zero crossing of
the line voltage. This method produced a simpler current control circuit since actual
current sensing was not required. For practical applications this method will
probably require the use of a microprocessor/microcontroller based circuitry.
References [14] and [18] describes the effect of "Automatic Current
Shaping"
by
operating SMPC in discontinuous inductor current mode. A Flyback Converter was
illustrated in reference [14] while reference [18] used a Boost Converter. The benefit
of using these converters is they do not need an explicit current control loop to
achieve current shaping. The envelope of the peak inductor current will
automatically follow the sinusoidal line voltage if the inductor is operating in
discontinuous mode. The DC voltage control loop is still required to maintain voltage
regulation. Since the inductor current must change from zero to it's maximum peak
for each switching cycle, the discontinuous conduction mode is not desirable for
high power applications. The current distortion is quite substantial for these type of
converters, especiallywith high conversion ratio of input voltage to output voltage.
This phenomenon is identical to the delay angle effect of continuous conduction
mode Boost Converter with average current controller.
Reference [1 5] examined the analysis of the inductive input filter circuit of SMPC
with state equations. A BASIC program waswritten implementing the state




Reference [16] also examined the analysis of the inductive input filter circuit
covering both single phase and three phase AC input. Computer simulationswere
carried out to generate numerical and graphical results.
References [19] through [25] are various U. S. patents covering the subject matter of
power factor correction and current shaping for off line power converters. The
references [19], [20], [21] and [22] are active circuits while references [22] and [24]
are passive inductor/capacitor networks. Reference [19] presents a Buck Converter
with line input filter prior to the input bridge rectifiers. The input current is sensed,
integrated and compared to an error voltage derived from the output of the Buck
Converter. The output of the comparator is gated to the Buck Switch through an
isolated driver stage. The chopped input current envelope follows the rectified
sinusoidal AC voltage automatically. By the additional duty cycle control of the Buck
Switch, the patent claimed the improved PF can exceed 95%. The line filter is
necessary to remove the switching frequency components of the chopped input
waveform.
The integrated circuit ML4812 listed in reference [26] and [27] represented the initial
offering of power factor correction controller IC by a manufacturer of integrated
circuits. The circuit and data presented in reference [26] is used to verify the





Power Converters serve to convert the off line AC voltage supplied by the Utility into
voltage or current configuration required by it's loads (Figure 1-1). In the U.S. the AC
supply distribution lines are typically 60HZ sinusoidal voltage source stepped down
to 1 20 or 240 Vrms. Even under normal circumstances, the AC lines can experience
significant fluctuations in amplitude which must not be transmitted to the loads.
Therefore, in addition to the process of power conversion, the output of the




(VAC) v(t) POWER CONVERTER
Vout
FIGURE 1-1
In the past few decades the use of high frequency power converters has steadily gain
popularity in use. The
internal functions of these high frequency power converters
can be divided into four main subfunctions. The
off line AC voltage is first converted
into a relatively smooth DC
voltage by an input circuit of the Converter. The DC is
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then inverted at high frequency and passed through an isolation transformer into
the secondary side of the Converter. The secondary side of the Converter filters the
inverted DC into the configuration suitable for the load. The inversion frequency is
typically many orders of magnitude higher then the AC line frequency to minimize
the size and weight of the isolation transformer and secondary filtering
components. Control is applied to regulate the converter output in a well behaved
manner in the event when the input AC and the output load magnitudes are both
fluctuation.
Figure 1-2 shows a typical Power Converter used as a DC power supply for electronic
loads. The reactive elements of the Converter, namely the isolation transformer,
inductors and capacitors, can be made very efficient in both size and power
dissipation due to the high inversion frequency. Several control methods can be
employed at the inversion process to regulate the output voltage and/or current to a
specified level. Two popular control methods are the Pulse-Width-Modulation












Figure 1-3A illustrates a typical input circuit for the off line Power Converter. The
input AC is full wave rectified and feed to a smoothing capacitor. The AC is
converted into DC voltage across the capacitorwith only a small amount of AC ripple
superimposed at twice the AC line frequency. The high frequency inverter operates
from the capacitor voltage to produce the final output of the Power Converter.
Figure 1-3B is a slight modification of 1-3A to allow for switch modification for 120
or 240 Vrms input. When the switch is open the input is intended for 240 Vrms AC.
When the switch is closed, the input stage forms a voltage doubler to produce the
same DC voltage on the capacitor as the case for 1 20 Vrms AC.
Figure 1-4 displays typical voltage and current waveforms of the input circuit. The
voltage on the capacitor is charged to the peak value of the AC voltage.When the
AC amplitude is less then the voltage on the capacitor the bridge rectifiers are
reversed biased and the capacitor discharges due to the load demand of the
subsequent circuits. Consequently the current is drawn from the AC lines only for a
small duration of the AC cycle when the voltage on the capacitor is less then the
input AC voltage. This type of input circuit is referred to as capacitor input filter since
the capacitor is the primary filter element of the input circuit.
The voltage and current waveforms of the capacitor input filter circuit has significant






















































The parameters of the current waveform that is of interest are:
The rms value of the current waveform at the fundamental frequency of the AC
voltage.
Total rms value of the current waveform at the harmonic frequencies of the AC
voltage.
Relative phase angle of the current and voltage waveform at the fundamental
frequency of the AC voltage.
The power delivered to the Power Converter by the AC lines is equal to the product
of the rms voltage and rms current values. This power is defined as the Apparent
Power input to the Converter (pA):
P=V I
A rms rms
The one cycle average of the instantaneous product of the input AC voltage and
current is defined as the Real Power input to the Converter (pR):
PR= h \ v{t)i{t)dt
Where:
v(t) = AC line voltage
i(t) AC line current.
A figure of merit using the relative ratio of the real power over the apparent power
is the power factor of the Converter {pf):
PA
The power factor is maximized at unitywhen the real power and apparent power
are equal. The benefits in maximizing PF are summarized:






Where e = Efficiency of the Converter.
The available outlet power is maximized for output power for pf of unity.
In three phase with neutral AC supply configuration, lowering the harmonic
content of the AC current in each phase reduces the harmonic current that must be
carried by the neutral conductor.
Reducing the harmonic losses of the Utility line reactive elements such as
Transformers, Motors, Caoacitors, Reactors...
Reduce conducted and radiated electronic noise pollution.
To derive maximum power factor it is necessary to correct the distorted current
waveform of Figure 1-4. Methods to
"shape"
the current waveform can be
categorized into passive Power Factor Correction {pfc) and active Power Factor
Correction. As the name implies, passive PFC uses passive elements in networks
which the current waveform is
"shaped"
or filtered to remove the unwanted
harmonics. The passive PFC networks can be very effective in increasing the pf of the
capacitive input filter converters. However these passive PFC networks must operate
at the AC line frequencywhich dictates the bulky physical size and weight of the
passive elements. This disadvantage must be balanced against the appeal of the
relative simplicity of the passive pfc networks.
An alternative to passive PFC networks is to use active circuits to reshape the current
waveform. The active circuit consist of a power converter operating at frequencies
several orders of magnitude higher then the AC line frequency. The physical size and
weight of the reactive elements used in the active pfc converter is much reduced
compared to its counter parts in the passive pfc networks. The active pfc converter
can also achieve near unity pfwith very reasonable reactive
element values. The




The main thrust of this Thesis is focused on the analysis of active PFC Converters.
However for the purpose of comparison and completeness, two popular passive PFC






2.1 POWER FACTOR FOR PURE SINUSOIDAL VOLTAGE AND CURRENT:
Power factor (pf), as generally applied to distortion free sinusoidal voltage and
current waveforms, describes the relationship between the apparent power
extracted from a driving source and the real power delivered to a receiving load. In
mathematical expression, pf is a ratio of the real power delivered to the load and
the apparent power supplied by the source:
PF=^- (2-1)
PA
where PR = Real Power and PA = Apparent Power.
Since power converters are typically operated by the Utility supplied power line, the
driving source is the alternating current (AC), 50 or 60HZ, sinusoidal voltage.
Let v(t) and i(t) represent the utility line voltage and current:
v(t) = a sindxtt) and i(t) = b sin((x>t) (2-2)
Where:
co = 2nf.
f= Utility line freq uency.
a = Voltage peak amplitude.
b = Current peak amplitude.
Real power is defined as the instantaneous product of the voltage and current
averaged over one line cycle:
l
\T


















Equation (2-5) is the basic mathematical definition of power factor.
For the casewhere the voltage and current waveforms are in phase and distortion














The apparent power expression:
ab
The real power as defined by (2-3):
ab
v(t) Hi) = a sin(03t) b sinfat) = ab sin (cor)
-
1 cos(2(x>t)
Integrate over one line cycle:
0)
2n ,












Using the expression forPA and P^, the power factor for in phase distortion free
sinusoidal voltage and currentwaveforms is equal to unity:
PF= = 1
pa
The unity power factor describes the case where the apparent power extracted from
the driving AC voltage source is equal to the real power delivered to the load.






Where by definition, R = Resistance of the load.
When the load is not purely resistive but posses reactive elements, the current
extracted from the driving source will be phase shifted relative to the voltage:
v(t) = a sin(coi) and i(t) b sin(u>t+Q)
where 8 = phase angle between u(t) and i(t).
The real power delivered to the load is altered :
u(t) lit) ab siniut) sm(cot+ 9)
Expanding i(t):
i(t) = b sin{(x>t)eos(Q) + b cos((ot)sin(Q)
v(i) i(t) - ab sin2(a>t)cos(9) + sin((x>t)cos{ti)t)sin(Q)
The first term is further expanded :







The second term is also further expanded:




When both terms are integrated from 0 to 2n/co, the sin{2aat) term integrates to zero







The rms values of v(t) and i(t) were not changed by the phase shift, the apparent












2.2 POWER FACTOR FOR DISTORTED SINUSOIDAL VOLTAGE AND
CURRENT:
A more general expression for PF can be derived with only v(t) is assumed to be
distortion free. The frequency component of v(t) is considered as the fundamental
frequency component of the system.

























7i = rms value of i(t) at the fundamental frequency cu.
9 = The phase angle between the fundamental component of at) and u<t>:
irms= Total rms value of i(t).
The power factor expression (2-7) indicates two contributing causes to the
degradation ofpf from unity:
The phase displacement of the fundamental frequency component of the current
with respect to the AC line voltage source.
The relative ratio of the rms value of the current
waveform at the fundamental




The pf expression (2-7) now includes the phase shifted effect of linear reactive load
as well as the distortion effect of non-linear load.
Equation (2-7) can be further generalized to include the case when the voltage
source is also distorted. In real world situations where the Utility supply contains
non-zero source impedance, the voltage waveform will be corrupted by the
distorted current waveform. To generalize equation (2-7), both v(t) and i(t) are
assumed to posses frequency components at the harmonics of the fundamental
frequency co.
Let vn(t) and im(t) represent the nth and mth Fourier component of the voltage and
current respectively:
v it) = a sininat) and i (t) b sin(mcot)
n m
(2-8)
Where n and m are integer numbers.
LetpftJ represent the product of vn(t) and im(t):








a b cos[in+ m)ozt]
2 2














cos[ in m)u)t ] dt cos[ in+m)u>t] dt
i Jo 0









cos[ in- m)(at ]dt= when n= m
0 co





Since n and m are integers and sine function evaluated at integer multiple of 2n are
always equal to zero, the first integral term inside the bracket for n* m and the




PR-0whenn^m and PR= whenn=m (2-9)
PF = Qwhenn*m and PF -\whenn- m (2-10)
Equations (2-9) and (2-10) indicates only the frequency components of the current
that match those of the driving voltage source will deliver power from the source to
the load (n = m). Therefore any frequency component of the current not present in
the driving voltage source will not contribute to the power throughput to the load
(n^m).
However, the frequency component of the current not present in the driving voltage
source will still contribute to the total rms content of the current and consequently
to power lost in the parasitic impedances of the converter circuit. Therefore for a
particular total rms current magnitude, the maximum power is delivered to the load
onlywhen all of the Fourier component of the current are matched and in phase
with the Fourier component of the driving voltage source. Another word, maximum
power delivery occurs when all of the Fourier component of the current is related to
its matching voltage Fourier component by a scaler multiplier. The scaler multiplier,
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as previously described, is by definition the resistance of the load. Consequently pf is
at unity onlywhen the load seen by the driving source is purely resistive at all of its
Fourier component.
2.3 POWER FACTORAND TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION:
The Total Harmonic Distortion (thd) of the current i(t) is defined as the ratio of the









n = nth harmonic of i(t)




total rms values ofthe harmonics ofiit)













/rms can be defined as the square root of the sum of the
squares of the rms value of
































Where 6 = The phase angle between the fundamental component of i(t) and v(t).
Equations (2-16) and (2-17) indicates as pf approaches unity, thd will approach zero.
However, as THD approaches zero, the PFwill not approach unity. The pf becomes a
function of 0 as THD approaches zero.
Equation (2-16) is used to generate table 2-1 with 8 = 0. Table 2-1 examines power
factor versus total harmonic distortion as a percent of fundamental component.
From the data listed in table 2-1, with power factor <0.7, the total rms value of the
harmonics is actually greater then the rms value of the fundamental. It follows that
if power is only delivered to the load at the fundamental frequency of the driving
voltage source, assuming voltage is distortion free, the efficiency will be below 50%
for power factor <0.7. Also from table 2-1 , power factor above 0.9992 is necessary if
THD below 4% is required.





Power Factor {pf) versus Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)




























Power Factor (pf) versus Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)
{6 = O.cosd = 1)








PASSIVE POWER FACTOR CORRECTION
Passive power factor correction networks employs passive filters to
"shape"
or filter
the input line current. Two popular passive PF correction filter networks are:
Inductive Input Filter.
Resonant Input Filter.
The governing equations and maximum achievable power factor for each network
are studied in this chapter.
3.1 INDUCTIVE INPUT FILTER:
The inductive input filter, depicted in Figure 3-1, differwith the capacitor input filter
by an additional inductor. The equivalent circuit of the filter is displayed in Figure 3-
2. The sinusoidal line source and the full bridge connected rectifiers are replaced by
an equivalent absolute value sinusoidal source for analysis.
Unlike the capacitor input filter, where the capacitor voltage charges to the peak
amplitude of the input voltage, the inductor input filter averages the full wave
rectified voltage, vr, over a period that is half the period of the line source, n/co. The
extent of PF correction achieved by the inductive input filter is a function of the
inductor value, L, and the output load of the filter, R. The inductor serve as the
energy storage element filling in the discontinuous sections of the current pulses
and resulting in a more continuous
waveform. However, the inductive input filter
can not produce unity power factor since the inductor current will never become an
in phase sinusoidal waveform. This can be explained by considering an infinite
inductor as a constant current source regardless the amplitude of the input voltage.
Therefor ^ven with an infinite inductance the current waveform will not be related
to the applied voltage by a scaler constant.
The two modes of operation for the inductive input filter are Continuous
Conduction Mode (CCM) and Discontinuous Conduction Mode (DCM). As the
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inductor value is increased the conduction time of the input current increases. For a
particular load R, at some inductor value the input current will cease to cross zero
and become continuous. In the application of PFC network the inductive input filter
is almost always designed to operate in the CCM mode.
The output DC voltage across the capacitor can be derived by ignoring the AC ripple
voltage component and solve for the average voltage component. The assumption is
valid since for pfc application the time constant of the filter is much greater then the









































The input off line voltage v(t) once again is:
v(t) = a siniwt)
The full wave rectified voltage v/t) is:
v it) = a sinidot) (3-1)
The averaging effect of the inductive input filter on the full wave rectified voltage
ur(t) can be expressed as:
n
co to a







The voltage across the inductor equals to the difference between the input voltage
Vr(t) and the capacitor voltage v0:
2a









and integrating the inductor voltage to derive the inductor current:
lr.lt)=I J
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A normalized load parameter constant of DC output
resistance R versus the






























The expression for the rms current is simplified :
2a
iT = k
Lrms ^ q (3-8)
The power factor as defined by equation (2-1) is:
PF=
PA
Since the output of the inductive input filter is assumed to be a pure DC, the input
real power is equal to the product of the output DC voltage and current (ignoring
DC losses within the filter):
4a




The input apparent powerwas defined as the product of the rms values of input
voltage and current:
2a a










Both kq and pf are functions of Q. Therefore as L approaches infinity and Q




= ~ 0.9003 (3-12)
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The Q value designate the onset of CCM, Qc, can be solved from equation (3-13) by






































Figures 3-3, 3-4 and 3-5 are produced from equation (3-13) for various values of Q.
Figure 3-3 shows the current at the onset of continuous conduction mode of
operation which occurs at Qc=3 and PF of 0.7337. As Q is decreased the current
becomes more continuous and PF is increased correspondingly. Figure 3-5 shows the
maximum PF correction of 0.9003 when the current becomes essentially constant.
Figure 3-6 is a plot of PF as a function Q calculated from equation (3-1 6):
2V2
PF








Q = 3. pf = 0.7337




Q = 0.5, pf = 0.8941
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3.2 RESONANT INPUT FILTER
The resonant input filter, displayed in Figure 3-7, inserts a series inductor/capacitor
filter between the input line and the rectifier bridge. The inductor/capacitor forms a
series resonant network which only allows current to pass at the resonant frequency
of the filter. At the resonant frequency of the filter the inductive reactance exactly
cancels the capacitive reactance and results in maximum current flowing through
the bridge rectifiers.When the resonant frequency of the filter is tuned to the line
frequency, only line frequency current component is allowed to pass through the
filter. For the ideal case of zero DC resistance, the input current can be shaped into a
sinusoidal waveform and resulting in power factor of unity.










The resonant frequency of the filter is tuned to the frequency of the input line to
obtain maximum power factor:
"r
The AC ripple component across the bulk storage capacitor is again
ignored. The DC
output voltage across the storage capacitor will produce a DC current
in the load
resistance modeled by R. In the equivalent circuit of the resonant
filter displayed in
Figure 3-8 the effect of the bridge rectifier and the DC
output voltage is modeled by
the square wave alternating between the
magnitudes +v0 and -v0 at the load side
of the filter. Representing the alternating






The input voltage to the resonant input filter
is the AC line voltage:
v(t) - a sinioit)
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The inductive reactance and capacitive reactance cancels at the line frequency co.
With no DC resistance assumed in the filter, the net voltage drop across the filter
must then be zero at co. This condition is satisfied when the frequency component of
the input voltage at co exhibits equal magnitude compared to the frequency
component of the output voltage at co.
With the input voltage magnitude at frequency co equal to a and the output voltage



















Since the inductor and capacitor are series connected:
iLit)=icit)
Substituting the expression for v(t) and









Differentiating both side of equation (3-22) to eliminate the integral operator:
d
i
acocos(cot) L iAt) iAt) = 0
dt2 L C L
(3-23)
During the interval 0
< t < n/co, v0 is a DC voltage which differentiates to zero.
Solving equation (3-23) for iut) using LaPlace Transform.






Where IL(0) is the initial value for iL(t) and iL'(0) is the initial value
for the
differentiation of iL(t).






















Taking the inverse LaPlace
Transform to derive iL(t)
it
iLiO)





iL(0) denotes the initial condition of the inductor current. Considering the inductor
current is in series with the input current, non-zero initial current condition is not
allowed. Therefore iL(0) is set to zero.





irU) = sini(x>t) + sin(coi)
L 2L co
(3-24)
The term for iL'(0) can be derived by equating the output DC current i0 to the
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iTit) = sin(cor) H
L 2Za\ L 2 [ 2R
- i siniat) (3-31)
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Equation (3-32) is the expression for the input current of the resonant input filter.
The average input current can be solved by integrating equation (3-32) over the
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The input real power is equal to the product of the output DC voltage and current:
an an
Pr,= VI=
R 00 4 4ZDQ
(3-36)
The input apparent power is equal to the product of the rms values of input voltage
and current:
a a n
P = V I
A rms rms V2 2 Z 4V 2
R.
/n2 0 2 4
Q 3 n n
0.5
(3-37)
The power factor as the ratio of real power and apparent power can now be solved













Figures 3-9, 3-10 and 3-11 are produced from equation (3-32) for various values of Q.
Figure 3-9 shows the current at the onset of continuous conduction mode which
occurs at Q = 1 .58 and pf of 0.94. As Q is decreased the power factor increases
correspondingly until maximum power factor of unity is reached in Figure 3-11.
Figure 3-9, 3-10 and 3-11 illustrates the degradation ofpf is attributed primarily to
phase displacement since the current distortion is relatively low, especially compared
to the current waveform of the Inductive input filter.
































Q = 1.58 pf = 0.94
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FIGURE 3-9
Q = 0.942 pf = 0.9773








Q = 0.0377 pf = 1.000
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FIGURE 3-11






ACTIVE POWER FACTOR CORRECTION
4.1 ACTIVE POWER FACTOR CORRECTION CONVERTERS:
Besides using passive networks, active power conversion circuits can be employed as
PF correction converters. Passive pf correction networks filter and shape the current
waveform to remove the unwanted harmonics. The active pfc converter accomplish
the same by modulating the current extracted from the power line at the switching
frequency of the converter. The converter is placed between the capacitive input
filter and the power line to shape the line current into a more desirable waveform.
Compared to the passive pfc networks, the pfc converter can achieve the same or
higher PFwith much lower inductance value. The consequence of high frequency
input current modulation effectively multiplies the actual inductor value in the
convertor reflected into the AC line.
Of the four switching converter topologies, the Boost Converter is most used as pfc
converter. However all four switching converter topology can be designed to extent
control over its average input currentwaveform. Comparing the four topologies,
the Buck Converter has the disadvantage of requiring an additional input filter to
remove the switching frequency component from its pulsating input current.
However since typically the switching frequency is many orders of magnitude higher
then the AC line frequency, the requirement of the additional input filter is still
much reduced when compared to the passive networks discussed in Chapter 3.
When operating in the continuous inductor current mode,
the input current
waveforms for the Boost, Buck-Boost and Cuk converters are non-pulsating.
Therefore, unlike the Buck Converter, an additional filter is not needed to smooth
the switching frequency component for the Boost, Buck-Boost and Cuk converters.
The Buck-Boost or Flyback Converter is mostly use in low power applications and is
not well suited for high power applications where PF correction is most needed and
used. For the Cuk converter, the stringent requirement for the series energy




A conventional Boost Converter is displayed in Figure 4-1 . The transistor switch Q is
driven by a quasi-square wave with duty cycle 8. The switch is on during the interval
Srs and is off during the interval (l-8)rs. Ts is the period of the transistor switching
frequency. When operating in continuous inductor current mode, the two
topologies of the Boost Converter during the two switching intervals is displayed in




























































Each circuit topology of the Boost Converter can be described by a set of state
equations. The current in the input inductor and the voltage across the output
capacitor are conveniently chosen as state variables. The state equations are written
in the form:
dx (4-1)




Where x is the state variable, u is the input to the converter and a, b, and c are
constants.
The two sets of state equations, one for the interval Srs and one for the interval (l-
8)TS, are combined to generate a single set of state equation describing the Boost
Convert for the entire switching period Ts-
Forthe circuit in Figure 4-2, the KVL equation around the input loop is:
di
VQ-iTR-L =0












Forthe circuit in Figure 4-2, the KVL equation around the output loop is:
vc-Iovo + lcRc
=

















Equations (4-3), (4-4) and (4-5) are the state equations for the Boost Converter
during the interval Srs. Notice equations (4-3) and (4-4) conforms to equation (4-1)
and equation (4-5) conforms to equation (4-2).
For the circuit in Figure 4-3, the KVL equation around the input loop is:
vc + lcRc-IoRo
=
Using i0 = iL-ic;
VC + iCRC-[lL-iC R0
=
Once again, solving forthe capacitor voltage differential:
dt
R,
CiR0 + Rc: ClRQ + Rc)
(4-6)
Forthe circuit in Figure 4-3, the KVL equation around the output loop is:
VS-lLRL-Lir-lCRC-VC
=
Substituting for ;cand using equation (4-6) as the expression for the voltage
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Equations (4-6), (4-7) and (4-8) are the state equations for the Boost Converter
during the interval (1-8)PS. Notice equations (4-6) and (4-7) conforms to equation (4-
1) and equation (4-8) conforms to equation (4-2).
Combining equations (4-3) and (4-4) into a single matrix equation in the form of:
dx
dt




















Similarly, equations (4-6) and (4-7) can also be combined into a single matrix




















LiRQ + Rc) J
-1
dt
CiR0+Rc) CiRQ + Rc)
(4-10)
V,
The two state matrix equations of (4-9) and (4-10) describes the Boost Converter
during the intervals Srs and (1-8)TS. A single state matrix equation can now be
derived to describe the Boost Converter over the entire switching period Ts by
combining equations (4-9) and (4-10) afterweighting each equation by their
respective duty cycle:













+ 8,A)x + (8b1 + 5'b2ju
Substituting:
A = 8A1 + 8'A2
and b = 8bj + 8'b2
dx
= Ax + bu
dt
(4-12)
Where the matrix constants A and b are:
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Following similar steps, equations (4-5) and (4-8) can also be averaged and combined
into a single equation. Using matrix notation, equations (4-5) and (4-8) can be
expressed:
y
= C, x for interval 5TJ
1 1 o
y
= Cx for interval 8TC
Z L o
Combining the two equations:
y
= 8C,x + 8'C_x
J 1 2
Using:
C = 8CX +8'C2
y
= Cx (4-13)
The matrix constant C is:
R,
C= o'iRJR
0 C R + R
n0 C
A set of state equations has been derived to describe
the BoostConverter over the
entire switching period Ts-
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4.3 LARGE SIGNAL ANALYSIS:
Large signal analysis is necessary to derive the behavior of the Boost Converter
suitable for analysis interval of the 60HZ AC line.
By definition, for large signal analysis the state variables are at steady state value.
Setting the time varying variables of equation (4-12) to zero.
dx
dt
= Ax + b u (4-12)
Where:
dx
=0, 8 = D,
8'
= 1 -8 = 1 -D =
D'
dt
Substituting into equation (4-12):




Where the matrix constants and -b are
-i
D'R,



















rl(ro + rc) + d^rorc) + d'2r2o
LCiR0 +
Rc)2












rl{Ro + rc) + d'{Rorc) + d Ro
In the application as a pfc converter, the input to the Boost Converter is the fullwave
rectified AC line voltage. In Figure 4-4, a Boost Converter is connected between the
AC line source and the energy storage, bulk DC filter capacitor. Figure 4-5 is the


















































Using equation (4-17) as the input u for equation (4-16):
(R0 + Rc)vg sin(cort
i At) =
RTiRn + Rr,) +D'iRRr,) + D'2Rl
O O
(4-18)
Recalling from previous discussions (Chapter 2), maximum power factor of unity is
achieved when the voltage and current sinusoidal function is related by a scaler. For
a purely resistive load, the scaler is the resistance of the load. Examining equation
(4-
18), the inductor current is a function of the term
D'
in the denominator. The
inductor current waveform, hence the input current extracted from the line source,
can be controlled or
"shaped"
by modulating the denominator term. To achieve
power factor correction, the denominator term is made to emulate a scaler term in




RL +D'(R0^ + D 7i
(4-19)
(R0 + Rc)
The input terminals of the Boost Converter appears to be a resistive load to the line












CiRn + Rr) L





RLiR0 + Rc) + D'iR0Rc) + D'2R20
Which simplifies to:
Vcit) = D'R0iLit) (4-21)
The large signal input to output relationship of the Boost Converter is derived by
using the state equations (4-13) and (4-15):
The output state equation:
y
= Cx (4-13)










The large signal input to output relationship is derived by substituting state








Yields the Input to output equation:
-=CA_1(-b) (4-24)
Using the equation forthe vector C:
f Ro





and also using y





















4.4 DERIVING SINUSOIDAL AVERAGE INDUCTOR CURRENT:
Using equation (4-27), a large signal expression for duty cycle necessary to derive a
sinusoidal average inductor current can be estimated:
v
D = 1 siniat)
V0
Since the ratio of vg and Vo is constant, the large signal duty cycle expression
becomes:
v
D = 1 - K^iniut) whereK1
= (4-28)
vo
Equation (4-28) is a generic duty cycle control expression, as a function of cof,
necessary to derive sinusoidal average inductor current for power factor correction.
It is based on the state space average analysis of the Boost Converterwhere the state
variables are averaged over the switching period. The expression forD hence are
valid only when averaged control function is implemented.
A significant amount of current distortion occurs near the zero crossing of the input
voltage waveform vs. The transistor switch is turned ON until the sensed average
current through the inductor reach the desired reference value. Referring to figure
4-3 and substituting the equation for vs into the KVL equation around the input
loop:
V siniwt) = Ucot)P. +L
diAut)















sm(coY) dx - L(coY)dY
0 ^ J o L
L
(4-29)
Substituting equation (4-20) into equation (4-29):
tv
i (cofl = -5 sm(coY) dY - sm(coY) dy




















Solving equation (4-31) for the value of ujf when iL(cot) reaches the desired iLfco*)











1 cosioit) g wL Eff coL
siniwt) Rff Vg REff-RL REff~RL
(4-32)
Using the Trig identity to simplify equation (4-32):
9 1 - cos(6) siniQ)
tani~) = =








The value of at satisfying the the above equation will manifest as a lag in the
inductor current waveform relative to the input voltage. The current waveform
appear to be delayed while approaching the reference waveform.
Let y represent the delay angle of the inductor current:
(at (x>L





Solving the delay angle y as a function of P and Q:
Where: R = R - R Q=








Figure 4-6 displays a plot of equation (4-34) where the delay angle is plotted over




The existence of the delay angle Ycan be physically explained by the inability of the
average inductor current to follow the input voltage near the zero crossings of the
voltage waveform. The rate of change of the input voltage is at maximum at the
zero crossing of the input voltage. The current in the inductor can not change as
rapidly as dictated by the input voltage at the zero crossings. The time constant of
the inductor, which is a function of the inductance and the effective impedance in
the circuit, constraints the ability of the inductor current to follow the voltage
waveform. The delay angle y is the result of the finite rate of change of the inductor
current and it is proportional to the relative dominance of the inductive time
constant of the converter. Using Q as a measure of the inductive time constant,
figure 4-6 shows as Q is increased, representing a decrease in the relative inductive
time constant, the delay angle Y falls off precipitously.
The existence and the explanation of the delay angle y is consistent with the known
fact in a purely inductive circuit, the current will lag behind the voltage by 90. A
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small Q means coL is much larger then the load P indicates the converter is relatively
inductive and the current lag is represented by Y. As Q is increased, the converter
becomes relatively resistive, the voltage and current becomes more in-phase, and
the delay angle decreases.
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4.5 DUTY CYCLE CONTROL FUNCTION:
The voltage across the inductor during the interval DTS is:
d i (cot)
= V sin(at) L(co()P.
dt S L L
The voltage across the inductor during the interval D'TS is:
d i (cot)
= V siniat) - iAat)RT - V
dt 8 L L O
The average voltage voltage over the switching interval Ts is:
V siniat) - iAat)RT
g L L DTS
+ V siniat) - iAat)Rr - V_
g L L U
D'Ts=VLiat)
After simplification:
VAat) = V siniat) - iAat)R. -
D'
Vn
L, g L, L, U
(4-35)
Using the desired averaged iL(cot) expression:
v
g
i (cort = siniat)
REff
(4-20)














Equating (4-36) to (4-35) then substitute
again (4-20):
V aL V
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Equation (4-37) can be further simplified by using equations (4-33) and (4-38):
at co L sin(\)













aL \ / cos(y)































D = 1 -
V aL siniat y)
V0REffsiniX)
(4-40)
Equations (4-39) and (4-40) are valid for 0 <
D'





Notice sin(at-Y) is < Ofor at-Y < 0. Since it is by definition invalid for
D'
to be < 0,
D'
must then be constrained to 0 for small at values. This is precisely the condition
described by equation (4-33). During the lag angle interval, the actual current in the
inductor is below the desired sinusoidal current. The duty cycle control function for
the Boost Converter will attempt to correct for the lag angle by setting the duty cycle







for 0 ut < 2y
(4-41)
sin(ut) for 2y < <j( < n
Eff
Equation (4-41) is used to calculate the desired and actual inductor current. The
value of at = 2y = 0.5 is exaggerated to show the
distortion of the current when cut
becomes small. The magnitude of the current is normalized to 1 andthecoc scale is in
radian degree. Typical values of Q in an actual converter will not generate such
dramatic distortion unless the converter is very lightly loaded. Comparing to the
passive PFC networks where smaller Q will provide higher PF, the active pfc Boost
Converter actually degrades the PFfor small Q
values due to the delay angle
distortions. Therefore there exist a lower bound for Q value in an active PFC Boost




1 for 0 < wt < 2y




for 2y to* S n
(4-42)
Figure 4-8 display the duty cycle control function, calculated from equation (4-42)
and overlaid with the full wave rectified input voltage. The effect of the delay angle
is apparent. As at falls off below the delay angle region, the duty cycle is maintained
at 100% to maximize the average inductor current. Notice the inverse peak of the







4.6 CONTROL FUNCTION IMPLEMENTATION:
The current waveform described by equation (4-41) is generated by the Boost
Converter when the duty cycle control function of equation (4-42) is implemented.
The dependent variables iL(at) and D(at) is referenced to the independent variables
Vs(at) where Vs(at) = vgsin(at). The functional diagram of such PFC Boost
Converter is displayed in Figure 4-9.
The current modulator control circuit of Figure 4-9 modulates the duty cycle
according to equation (4-42) to derive the averaged inductor current to follow the
input voltage reference. Two methods of implementing the current modulator
control function are displayed in Figure 4-10 and 4-11.
The current modulator control circuit of Figure 4-10 senses the inductor current and
compare it to a reference value iRef. The duty cycle is terminated when the peak
value of the inductor current reaches the value iRef. A negative compensation ramp
mc is added to the current reference to avoid subharmonic instabilitywhen the duty
cycle exceeds 50%. The duty cycle expression within the current modulator control
circuit can be derived as a function of the parameters displayed in Figure 4-10.
The current modulator control circuit of Figure 4-1 1 modulates the duty cycle as a
function of the averaged inductor current. The sensed inductor current is first
averaged then compared to the current reference iRef. The error amplifier output is
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4.7 DUTY CYCLE FUNCTION FOR AVERAGE INDUCTOR CURRENT
CONTROL:
The output of the PWM comparator will go high whenever the error signal, derived
by comparing the averaged inductor current to the current reference signal iRef,
exceeds the saw tooth signal. The duty cycle expression is the ratio of the averaged
error signal, il, and the saw tooth signal amplitude:
LetVs = peak amplitude of the saw tooth signal, then:
Saw
In the steady state condition where 8 = D:
D = (4-43)
Saw
4.8 DUTY CYCLE FUNCTION FOR PEAK INDUCTOR CURRENT CONTROL:
The inductor current ramp during the interval 8TS can be expressed as a straight
line:
mi5Ts
iT = + I,L 2 L


























m during D'T ,2 dt L
'
(4-46)
4.9 CONTROL FUNCTION COMPARISON:
Comparing the duty cycle function for the peak and average inductor current
control implementation reveals interesting differences between the two method of
PFC control. At the beginning of each line cycle when the inductor current is at zero,
according to equations (4-42) and (4-43), the duty cycle for average inductor current
control -function is set to maximum 100% once the current reference is greater then
zero During the interval of the delay angle, as illustrated by Figure 4-8, the duty
ratio will remain at maximum.
For peak current control, the duty ratio function described by equation (4-44) starts
*rom zero duty. The current reference signal, lR = rRef+ mc, being a scaled replica of
the input voltage, forces the numerator term of equation (4-44) to zero at the
beginning of each line cycle. The duty ratio increase from zero following the
reference iR signal. During this interval the converter do not provide sufficient
'Boost"
to the input voltage to forward bias the output diode and the inductor
Pag.
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current remains at zero. The maximum duty cycle is reached when the input voltage
and the duty cycle has steps up the input voltage sufficiently to forward bias the
output diode allowing the inductor current to flow into the load. The inductor
current then exhibits a "dwell
angle"
at the beginning and end of each line cycle.
An expression for the dwell angle can be derived from the steady state duty cycle
expression equation (4-44).






Where KR is the scaling constant.
Substituting lR and mi into equation (4-44):









Let $ be the inductor current dwell angle and set/L = 0 during the duration of the









At steady state, the duty ratio can also be expressed as:
Vc V sin($)






For simplicity, equation (4-27) is rearranged instead of equation (4-26) to yield
equation (4-48).













Rearranging equation (4-49) into quadratic equation form:
12
V sin(cj)) TQ+V sm(c{>)
i 8 2KRLV0 + 2LmcTs-V0Ts -Vo2LmcTs
= 0 (4-50)
Using known values for vg, Ts, L and mc and a desired regulated v0, the dwell angle
and constant^ can be solved from equation (4-50) iteratively to simultaneously
satisfy equation (4-50) and v0. The result is plotted in Figure 4-12.




Substituting equation (4-51) into equation (4-50) provides an expression
of the dwell
angle as a function of the output power. Knowing when at = <J> the duty cycle is at
the steady state maximum (Figure 4-12), an alternative
expression for <J> can be










Rearranging equation (4-52) for sin($):
sinity) -
2DM Lm Tax C o
V *KRL-DMaxTS
(4-53)






2Z) LmT0Max (. S i
(4_54j
Although not explicitly expressed, the dwell angle $ in equation (4-54) is also a
function of the output power P0 through the maximum duty ratio term DMax.
Without output voltage control, DMax is a function of v0 and v0 is a function of P0.
Figure 4-13 displays the plot of the dwell angle as a function of L and various values
of mc-
Form Figure 4-13, the dwell angle of the inductor current is minimized by selecting L
as large as possible and mc as small as possible. A large L and small mc both serve to
reduce the difference between the peak and average value of the inductor current
which is an error term when control is extended over the peak value to achieve a
desirable average value. However the minimum mc value of one half the inductor
current down slope still must be observed to avoid the subharmonic oscillation when
duty cycle exceeds 50%.
The need of a large inductor for peak current control is contrary to the requirement
for average current control. The averaging of the inductor current effectively
remove the current ramp from the inductor current by filtering the switching
frequency component from the inductor current. The average value is used to
modulate the inductor current by the control function. In comparison, the peak
current control function modulates the inductor current based on the peak value of
the inductor current. Referring to Figure 4-10, the current ramp is an integral
element of the peak current control function. However, it is still the average value
of the inductor current that represent the fundamental current component
contributing to the power factor. The differences between the peak and the average
inductor current represents an error in the modulated inductor current when
compared to the sinusoidal reference. A smaller inductor value will introduce more



















4.10 POWER FACTOR FOR CURRENTWITH DWELL ANGLE:
The power factor for peak current control can be derived from the inductor current
wave shape shown in Figure 4-12. The current can be modeled as a sinusoidal
waveform with zero level shifted negative. The magnitude of the current level is






Where Ig = Peak sinusoidal inductor current for <J>
< at < (n-<J>).
Using the input voltage for <J>
< at < n:
VAat) = V siniat)
S g
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Using the Trig identity:




































Finding the square root:



















A 1 - sire(cj)) [ 2n




sire(2<|>) + (n-2cj))sire2(cj)) + - - 4>
2 2
(4-59)














Equation (4-60) is used to generate Figure 4-14where the power factor is plotted as
a function of the dwell angle. Notice as the dwell angle approaches 90, the current
waveform becomes a narrow pulse. The differences between real and apparent
power increases resulting in a rapidly decreasing pf.
4.11 TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION FOR CURRENTWITH DWELL ANGLE:
Equation (1-17) is used to generate Figure 4-15 where the total harmonic distortion
is plotted as a function of the dwell angle. At high dwell angle more power is
contained in the harmonics then the fundamental. As current waveform approaches
a narrow pulse, the harmonic spectrum of the currentwidens correspondingly. The
power carried in the harmonics is not transmitted to the load but contributes to the
losses in the converter.
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4.12 POWER FACTOR FOR CURRENTWITH DELAY ANGLE:
The resultant power factor for average current control can be derived from the
inductor currentwaveform displayed in Figure 4-7. The equation for the current is
given in equation (4-41).














































































W = /Q(Y) - /p(Y) + /"A(Y)
4(Y)
co2L2



































Equations (4-66) and (4-34) are used to generate Figure 4-16 where the power factor
is plotted as a function of the delay angle. Equation (4-34) is needed to calculate the
required REffva\ue for each delay angle value. Compared to Figure 4-16, the power
factor decrease is not as rapid in the case of average current control as in the case of
peak current control. During the delay angle interval the non-zero current
contributes to real power delivered to the load versus zero real power delivery
during the dwell angle interval.
4.13 TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION FOR CURRENTWITH DELAY ANGLE:
Equation (1-17) is again used to generate Figure 4-17 where total harmonic
distortion {thd) is plotted as a function of the delay angle. At high delay angle,
significant amount of the power is contained in the harmonics. However, the non
zero current during the delay angle interval greatly reduces the harmonic spectrum
of the current waveform. The resulting harmonic distortion is significantly lower for















4.14 OUTPUT VOLTAGE CONTROL LOOP:
The PFC current modulator controller displayed in Figure 4-9 forces the power
converter to behave as a controlled current source. Both method of implementing
the current modulator function, Peak or Averaged Current control, will produce
output voltage that will vary as load and input line varies. The power converter
circuit can be modeled by a controlled current source driving the output port
impedance. Figure 4-18 displays a simple block diagram view of such model.









The only variable in equation (4-67) suitable for closed loop control is the magnitude
of the controlled current source, lM.
The current modulator controllers of Figures 4-10 and 4-1 1 produces the modulating
signal based on the current reference signal iRef. The current reference iRef\s a scaled
down signal derived from the input voltage vs as shown in Figure 4-9. The
magnitude the current control source of Figure 4-18 is determined by the magnitude
of iRef. To achieve output voltage control, the magnitude of iRefmust be the exact
value necessary to produce a corresponding magnitude
of the controlled current
source to balance the effects of output load and input voltage fluctuations. To
obtain dynamic voltage regulation, it is then necessary for the magnitude of iRefto
be a function of both input voltage and output voltage:
iRef
= f vsit),v0 (4-68)
A conceptual block diagram of an additional voltage control loop to enable output
voltage regulation displayed in Figure 4-19. The current modulator function is
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supplemented by an outer voltage control loop. The function of the outer voltage
control loop is to modify the magnitude of ifle/-dynamically to compensate for input
voltage and output load variations.
ifiefsignals in Figures 4-9, 4-10 and 4-11 were a constant scaled version of the input
voltage vs. The voltage control loop of Figure 4-19 provides the dynamic control of
scaling of the reference signal based on a control voltage vcnt- The control voltage is
generated by comparing the output voltage to a desired voltage reference vRef. The
difference, verr, is amplified by an error amplifierwith frequency dependent gain Gv.
The current reference input of the current modulator controller is a product of the
scaled input voltage reference signal and the control voltage signal. The magnitude
of ifle/'is then controlled by modifying the magnitude of the control voltage vcnt-




err o vo ref
Where Kv0 is the scaler for the output voltage sensing.
The control voltage expression is:
v =G v
cnt v err
Combining with the input voltage sensing to derive
the current reference signal iRef.
iB =v K K v
Ref s vin m cnt
= vK . K G v
s vin m v err
v K K G iv K - v )









= vKG ivK -v j (4-72)
iief s a v o vo ref














































A small signal model for the generic Boost Converter can be derived by introducing
small signal perturbations about the quiescent operating point in the state space
averaged equations([2]). The model can be further extended for current
programmed converters by incorporating the current information within the
expression for duty cycle([3], [4], [5]). The model is very useful for design of control
circuits for a Boost Converter but is of little value for the Boost Converter in power
factor correction application.
Equation (4-41) and (4-46) describes the duty cycle expression as a time varying
function with frequency equal to twice the line input frequency, 2a. In addition, the
control current source behavior of the pfc Boost Converter is highly non-linear when
expressed as output variables of voltage, current and load resistance. The function of
the current source in transmitting the input power to the converter's output must be
accomplished with the input port of the converter appearing resistive to the input
line to accomplish PFC
Equation (4-70) is rewritten as:
i_ Xt) = vit)K v
t
(4-73)
Ref s a cnt
The large signal condition for power factor correction dictates the inductor current
of the converter to behave as an amplified version of the reference current:
iAt) = Kip it)
= K v it)K v
,
(4-74)
L i Ref i s a cnt
Ki is the gain from the current source reference iRefto
the inductor current il-
Comparing equation (4-74) to equation (4-20) :
p
Eff K K v
i a cnt
Since the inductor current is the input current of the converter,
the power input to
the PFC Boost Converter can be expressed as:
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P. it) = v it)iAt) = v it)K v it)K v













1 cos(2co) K.K v
i a cnt




1 - cosi2at) Khv
rb cnt
(4-76)









ac rms b cnt
(4-78)
and...
p. it) = P +P it)
in avg ac
(4-79)
The power output of the converter can be expressed as:
P0it) = zPAt) = zPwg
+ zPJt) (4-80)
Where e is the efficiency of the converter
expressed as the ratio of output power
delivered versus input power consumed by the converter.
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The output power also has a DC and an AC terms. If the output capacitor of the
converter is made sufficiently large, it would consume most of the AC power term
while leaving the DC power term to be delivered to the load. This is analogous to
having the AC voltage ripple on the output capacitor being much less then the DC
voltage on the capacitor. The AC term can then be ignored and using only the DC
term of the output power expression to derive the output voltage and current
variables. In practice, the bandwidth of the voltage control loop must be made to be
much less then the 2co frequency of the AC term to insure the AC term has an
insignificant affect on the duty cycle control voltage.The large signal condition
equations (4-41) and (4-46) must not be altered by the control circuit when the
output voltage ripple of 2q frequency is injected into the voltage control loop. The
small signal model of the pfc Boost Converter derived by using only the DC term is
valid by the necessity of narrow bandwidth voltage control loop. The higher
frequency poles and zeros of the generic Boost Converter do not contribute to any
significant factor at the low frequency portion of the voltage control loop. At higher
frequencies, the attenuation of the voltage control loop dominates and again




To generate constant voltage output from equation (4-81), the power expression is










The expression for im is the small signal version of im depicted in Figure
4-18. The
term imcan be perturbed to deduce the small signal transfer function of the pfc
Boost Converter.
Three small signal expressions are necessary to fully describe the small signal
behavior of the PFC Boost Converter: the control to output transfer function; the
input to output transfer function; and the small signal impedance of the pfc Boost




point to derive the small signal control to output transfer function. Referring to
Figure 4-19, it is desirable to select the control variable that is not time varying. In
addition, in practical design situations the compensation is typically applied at Gv to
produce the desirable control response. The term vcnt is the logical choice as the
control variable. It is the amplified and compensated version of the error voltage
between the output voltage and a voltage reference.




rms b \ cnt cnt
I + i =
mm y
0
Where the overbar terms represent the small signal perturbation variables.
Using only the AC terms:
o
i V K.z ,. 0->\
m rms b (4-83)
~~
vocnt u
Similarly, the input to output AC transfer function can be derived by perturbing im
and vrrns-
T 2 V K.tV



































The small signal output impedance of the pfc Boost Converter can be derived by






















Equation (4-89) concludes the small signal impedance of the PFC Boost Converter is
equal to the DC resistance of the load.
Equations (4-83), (4-87) and (4-89) constitute the small signal AC model of the PFC
Boost Converter. The equivalent circuit is displayed in Figure 4-20.
The equivalent circuit of Figure 4-20 is very different compared to the small signal
equivalent circuit of a generic Boost Converter. In actuality the right-half-plane zero,
the output capacitor esr zero, the complex pole pair of the output filter and the duty
cycle dependent gain of the generic Boost Converter are all still present in the PFC
Boost Converter. However since it is necessary for the PFC Boost Converter to
maintain very narrow voltage control bandwidth, i.e. much less then 2co to obtain
power factor correction, the effects of the generic frequency characteristics are of
minimal consequence and can be omitted.
FIGURE 4-20
The current source im is converted to


































Equations (4-91) and (4-92) are the control to output and input to output transfer
function of the PFC Boost Converter. Both expressions describes a single pole
frequency response and is valid for frequencies up to 2co. The effects of 2co is omitted
and therefore can not be predicted by equations (4-91) and (4-92).
The expressions (4-91) and (4-92) and equation (4-74) are valid regardless of the
implementation method for the current modulator.
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4.16 INPUT VOLTAGE FEEDFORWARD:
Examination of equation (4-91) reveal the gain of the control to output transfer
function will vary as the square of the input voltage rms magnitude. In typical
applications the input line voltage will vary 50% from low line to high line
conditions (90-1 35VAC or 1 80 to 270VAC). The gain of the control to output transfer
function will vary by a factor of 2.25. If an universal input range is desired, the gain
of the control to output transfer function will vary by a factor of 9 for line variation
from 90VAC to 270VAC.
The gain dependence to input voltage magnitude can be eliminated by canceling
the voltage dependent term from the control to output transfer functional 1]). The
squared rms magnitude of the input voltage is feed into the control loop via a
divider function to eliminate the gain dependence. Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22
displays two points of injecting the divider function into the voltage control loop. In
Figure 4-21 the divider is placed after the multiplierwhile in Figure 4-22 the divider is
placed after the Gv gain function.































































































4.17 CONTROL VOLTAGE SAMPLE AND HOLD:
The AC power term in equation (4-80) is ignored in the derivation of small signal
transfer function for pfc Boost Converter. However this assumption is no longer
valid when significant AC ripple exist at the output of the pfc Boost Converter. The
voltage control loop bandwidth must then be severely limited to provide sufficient
attenuation of the 2co AC term within the control loop to minimize the distortion of
the input currentwaveform. The distortion of the input currentwaveform is caused
by the control loop attempting to correct for the ripple voltage injected into the
loop. Considering the single pole frequency response of the control loop described
by equation (4-91), a 20db or better attenuation would require the bandwidth of
the control loop to be less then 2co + 1 0.
To eliminate the effect of the 2co AC term from distorting the current waveform, a
sample and hold circuit can be use to only sample the control voltage at the zero
crossing of the line input. Figure 4-23 shows the synchronization of the control
voltage sensing with the zero crossing of the line input. The voltage sample is held
until the next line cycle where a new value will be sampled. The ripple voltage on the
output is totally eliminated from affecting the voltage control loop. Figure 4-24
shows the additions of the sample and hold function in the voltage control loop. The




Where t is the period of the sampler and S is the LaPlace operator.










The introduction of the sample and hold to eliminate the current distortion effect of
the 2co voltage ripple effectively transformed the
voltage control loop into a sample


























Using the transform of:
l l
= and




















Equation (4-98) is the Z-Transform transfer
function from control to output of the
pfc Boost Converterwith input voltage




The transforming of the voltage control loop into a sample data system by the use of
sample and hold also limits the bandwidth of the control loop. The sampling
frequency 2co of the sample and hold effectively limits the usable bandwidth of the
control loop to less then co. However, in practical application the bandwidth is
typically limited to less then 1 /5 th of 2co to prevent aliasing of the signals within the























































OUTPUT VOLTAGE CONTROL WITH INPUT VOLTAGE FEEDFORWARD AND




4.18 PFC BOOST CONVERTER DRIVING CASCADED CONVERTERS:
The analysis so far has been with the pfc Boost Converter driving linear loads. The
resistance R0 is used to represent the DC ratio of the output voltage and current:
o
However in most applications the pfc Boost Converter serve as the front end to
additional voltage regulators that provides further conversion of the relatively high
DC output of the pfc Boost Converter into lower voltages. These cascaded DC to DC
converters also provides the line isolation and the fast transient response required by
the complex loads. The input characteristic of non-dissipative DC to DC converters
are inherently non-linear. The DC resistance P0 is not adequate to model the non
linear loading effects of the DC to DC converters. The loading effects of dissipative
DC to DC converters are adequately modeled by P0. Examples of non-dissipative DC
to DC converters are PWM Converters, FM Converters, Series and Parallel Resonant
Converters and Quasi-Resonant Converters.
The loads of the non-dissipative DC to DC converters are typically linear and can be
modeled by using a resistor. For any change at the of the pfc Boost Converter, the
cascaded regulators do not behave as a linear resistor. The current extracted by the
cascaded converters do not follow the voltage proportionally.
Let V0c and i0c represent the output DC voltage and current of the cascaded
converters. Let kc = DC gain of the Cascaded converters:
y
oc
Where v0 is the DC output of the PFC Boost
Converter.








Let Poc represent the DC power delivered to the cascaded converter load:
p = v I
oc oc oc




Where ec is the efficiency of the cascaded converter.
Pic can also be expressed as the power output of the PFC Boost Converter:
P = v I
ic oo
And:
V I e = V I - k V I




The DC small signal input impedance of the cascaded converter, r;, can be derived by
solving the input equation of the cascaded converter for an incremental change in
the output of the PFC Boost Converter:






















Equation (4-99) state the DC small signal input impedance of the cascaded converters
is seen as a negative resistance. The value of the negative resistance equal to the DC
output load resistance of the cascaded converter, reflected into the input by the DC
gain kc and efficiency of the conversion. The cascaded converter function as constant
power sink where the current extracted by the cascaded converter is inversely
proportional to the output voltage of the pfc Boost Converter. The power extracted
by the cascaded converter is constant and equal to the power consumed by the loads
of the cascaded converter, plus losses represented by ec- The DC behavior of the
cascaded converter can then be modeled by a DC to DC transformerwith turns ratio
equal to kc. The load P0 in Figure 4-20 is replaced by a DC to DC transformer driving
load R0c- The revised Figure 4-20 is displayed as Figure 4-25.
The derivation for the small signal output impedance of the pfc Boost Converter is
based on input and output power expressions. Equation (4-95) is valid because P0
represent the ratio of output voltage and current produced by the controlled power












The negative incremental input resistance of the cascaded converter cancels the AC
small signal output resistance of the PFC Boost Converter. The output capacitor of
the PFC Boost Converter provides the single pole frequency response from DC.
The small signal transfer function described by equations (4-92), (4-93) and (4-96) are


























The term R0 in the DC gain of equations (4-101) and (4-102) represent the quiescent






DC MODEL OF CASCADED CONVERTER
SMALL SIGNAL EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT




4.19 FUNCTIONAL BLOCKDIAGRAM OF PFC BOOST CONVERTER:
An overall functional block diagram of the outer voltage control loop for pfc Boost
Converter is displayed in Figure 4-26. The output voltage is feedback through a
divider gain kvo. The feedback value is compared to a reference voltage vRef. The
error voltage is amplified by the transfer function GV(S). GV(S) is the frequency
dependent gain of the error amplifier. The output of the error amplifier is sampled
and hold to eliminate the injection of the AC ripple into the control loop. The sample
and hold output is multiplied with current reference derived through the divider
gain kuin. A multiplierwith gain of km is used to multiply the error amplifier output
with the current reference, the magnitude of the input rms voltage is squared and
divided out of the output of the multiplier. The output of the divider is feed into the
current modulator block to serve as the dynamic reference for the inductor current.
The current modulator control the current of the inductor to be an amplified replica
of the reference current.
The basic analytical steps are the same for either Peak Current or Average Current
Controlled Modulator. The assumption is the current modulator is capable of
replicating the current reference signal. The large signal distortion effects such as
delay angle and dwell angle are not relevant for small signal analysis. The outer
voltage control loop is rendered incapable of affecting the distortions generated
within the current modulator function.
The sample and hold is necessary to eliminate the effects of the AC ripple from
distorting the current modulator reference input signal. The AC ripple effect can be
reduced without the sample and hold by increasing the output capacitor value of
the PFC Boost Converter.The larger output capacitor will also decrease the
bandwidth of the converter described by equations (4-93), (4-1 01) and (4-102). The
effect of AC ripple can also be reduced by reducing the gain of GrfS) or making GV(S)
bandwidth limited to well below 2co. The effect on the overall bandwidth of the
control loop is the same. The 2co AC ripple must be attenuated to minimize the
distortion on the current reference signal. Gu(S) is typically designed to compensate
for the frequency response of the overall control
loop. Since the overall control loop
is inherently stable because only a single pole
affects the roll off, GV(S) can be made
into a constant gain term use to set the overall gain-bandwidth of the control loop.
Considering the bandwidth is constrained for
the current waveform shaping large
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signal function of the converter, a more complex GV(S) characteristic yields only
modest improvement in the small signal response. A PFC Boost Converter is
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5.1 BASIC BOOST CONVERTER SIMULATION TEMPLATE:
The operation of the pfc Boost Converter can be simulated with PSPICE using the
state space averaged large signal model as described by equations (4-1 5), (4-24) and
(4-25). The basic converter model was originally introduced by Bello with Berkeley
SPICE2 based on the results presented by Dr. Middlebrook. For this Thesis the Bello's
models were revised for PSPICE and used as the basic subcircuit module for the
simulation ofpfc Boost Converter.
The basic Boost Converter PSPICE equivalent circuit model is displayed in Figure 5-1 .
The PSPICE file for Figure 5-1 is listed in Table 5-1 . The DC to DC transformer
subcircuit dc-boost simulates the DC behavior of the Boost Converter. The step up
gain of the DC to DC transformer dc-boost is a function of the duty cycle signal at
node e.
Referring to Figure 5-1 and Table 5-1 , the input current of the subcircuit is measured
by the zero volt dc source vmtr. The effect of duty cycle is sensed at node e as a 0 to1
volt signal representing 0% to 100% duty cycle. The voltage across the primary
nodes, f and b, is equal to the voltage across the secondary nodes, d and c, multiplied
by 1 minus the signal at node e. This in effect modeled the (1-z>) gain of the Boost
Converter at DC. The secondary nodes are driven by a current source with its
magnitude equal to the input current measured by vmtr multiplied by 1 minus the
signal at node e. The input to output transfer function of the DC to DC transformer
match the behavior described by equation (4-27). The non-ideal terms are added as
external circuit components when the subcircuit is inserted into the whole pfc circuit
model. The feature of the subcircuit model is the inductor current is reflected into
the secondary side of the DC to DC
transformerwhich properly models the effective






.subckt dc_boost a b c d e
gin a b value = { (I(vntr)*v(c,d))/v(a,b)
eo f d value = { v(a,b)/(l-v(e)j }
vmtr f c dc 0






5.2 SIMULATION OF PFC BOOST CONVERTERWITH AVERAGE CURRENT
CONTROL :
The PSPICE model for Boost Converterwith average current control is displayed in
Figure 5-2. The accompany PSPICE file is listed in Table 5-2. The inductor L and the
series resistor RL is connected on the primary side of the DC to DC transformer
dc-
boost. The model effectively implemented the behavior of the Boost Converter
described by equation (4-26).
The line voltage modeled by Vin is fullwave rectified by using an absolute value
function voltage-controlled-voltage-source model Ein. The current reference input
to the error amplifier, modeled by an ideal opamp, is Eref which is a scaled replica of
the fullwave rectified input voltage. The inductor current is sensed by the zero
voltage DC voltage source Vsen. The current through Vsen is the control input to the
current-controlled-voltage-source model Hse. The state space averaged equation
based DC to DC transformer model has effectively averaged the state variables over
the switching cycle. The switching frequency component is removed
from the model
displayed in Figure 5-2. The error amplifier is compensated by Rz and Cz. The
dependent voltage source model Ecmp divides the opamp output by the peak value
of the saw tooth signal to derive the continuous duty cycle signal described in
equation (4-43). Finally Edut limits the duty cycle signal to be









PSPICE file for PFC Boost Converterwith average current control.
THOMAS YEHBST_PFC1.CIR
* FILE DESCRIPTION
* State Space model template file for a boost converter operating in
*
continuous conduction mode used in power factor correction with
*
average current control.
* DEFINE NOMINAL PARAMTERS
.param L = 1.0m
.param RL = 0.01
.param Rload = 200
* CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
* Input line source: 60HZ sine 230Vrms
Vin line 0 sin(0 325 60 0 0 0)
Rvin lineO 1Meg
* Full wave rectified line:
Ein in 0 value = {abs( V(line) )}
RL in 1 {RL}
L 1x{L}
Vsen x 2 dc 0
*
The boost dc-dc transformer subcircuit call:






Ro 4 0 {rload}
* Current sense and control:
Eref ref 0 value = { 0.01*v(in) }
Hse sen 0 Vsen 0.35
Rf sen 20 1 OK
Rz 20 3015K
Cz 30 40.001 u
X2 ref 20 40 0 ideal_op
Rop 40 01G
Ecmp 50 0 value = { (v(40)+0.1)/3.5 }
Rcmp 50 0 1 G
Edut 5 0 table {v(50)}= (0,0) (1,1)
*
SUBCIRCUIT DEFINITION
.subekt dc_boost a b c d e
vmtr a f dc 0
ein f b value = { v(c,d)*(1-v(e)) }




.subekt ideal_op ninv inv out gnd
rin ninv inv 1G
eo out gnd table {v(ninv.inv)} =






param L list 1m 5m 10m
.tran 0.5m 50m 0 0.5m





The output of the current reference source, Eref, is equal to the absolute value
voltage source, Ein, multiplied by 0.01 . The current sense voltage source, Hse, has the




Peak Programmed inductor current =1, , = = 9.2857 Amperes.
LPeak 0_35
Vin Peak 325





The simulation runs of the PSPICE model listed in Table 5-2 is carried out for inductor
values of \mH, 5mtfand 10mff. The corresponding Q values are calculated:
REff~RL 35-0.01
ForL = l mH, Q =
- = = 92.814
coL 2n60(lmH)
REff~RL 35-0.01












The delay angles and delay durations for the three Q values are
calculated:




12346= 57 .157p second duration.
ForQ = 18.563, Y
= tan
~






= 285 52\i second duration.
For Q = 9.2814, Y
= tan'H-)^ tan~l(f2~^) =
61495
2y =
12.299= 569. 39u second duration.
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The calculated results corresponded to the simulated results displayed in Figures 5-3
to 5-20.
Figures 5-3 to 5-8 are the simulation results with inductor value of ImH. Figures 5-9
to 5-14 are the simulation results with inductor value of 5mH. Figures 5-1 5 to 5-20 are
the simulation results with inductor value of 10mH. Figure 5-21 superimposes an
expanded view of the inductor current for the three inductor values. Figure 5-22
superimposes an expanded view of the duty cycle control voltage for the three
inductor values.
The simulation results verified the waveform shaping performance of the pfc Boost
Converter with average current controlled current modulator The effectiveness of
the current shaping is displayed in Figures 5-3, 5-9 and 5-15. The inductor current
follows the fullwave rectified voltage waveform except during the delay interval.
The delay angle becomes more drastic as the inductor value is increased from 1 mH to
10 mHwhich is in accordance with the results predicted by equations (4-34) and (4-
41). The inductor currentwaveform in Figure 5-4 shows very little delay angle. The
delay angle in the simulation result of Figure 5-10 is equal to
5.8428
or 270. 5u
seconds. This correspond with the calculated value of
6.1672
based equation (4-34).
The simulated delay angle displayed in Figure 5-16 is equals to
11.511
or 532 9u
seconds. This also corresponded with the calculated value of 1 2.299. The simulated
duty cycle control signal waveforms displayed in Figures 5-5, 5-11 and 5-17 follows
the predicted waveform displayed in Figure 4-8.
The delay angles for the three inductor values are superimposed in one simulation
output displayed in Figure 5-21. The slight oscillatory response in the current
waveform is attributed to the compensation of the average current control error




Simulation result with inductor value = 1 mH.
Top Plot: Input Voltage and OutputVoltage.
Bottom Plot: Inductor Current.
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FIGURE 5-4
Simulation result with inductor value = 1 mH.









Simulation resultwith inductor value = 1 mH.






Simulation resultwith inductor value = 1 mH.
Output voltage starting from 0 volt.





















Simulation resultwith inductor value = 1 mH.





Simulation resultwith inductor value = 5 mH.
Top Plot: Input Voltage and OutputVoltage.





Simulation resultwith inductor value = 5 mH.






Simulation result with inductor value = 5 mH.
Expanded View of the duty cycle control voltage (0V=0%, 1
V= 100%).



















Simulation resultwith inductor value = 5 mH.







































Simulation resultwith inductor value = 5 mH.




Simulation resultwith inductor value = 10 mH.
Top Plot: InputVoltage and OutputVoltage.





Simulation result with inductor value = 10 mH.





Simulation resultwith inductor value = 10 mH.
Expanded View of the duty cycle control voltage (0V= 0%,1V= 100%).
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Simulation resultwith inductor value = 10 mH.
























Simulation result with inductor value = 10 mH.






Simulation resultwith inductor value = 1 mH, 5 mH, 10 mH.








Simulation resultwith inductor value = 1 mH, 5 mH, 10 mH.




5.3 SIMULATION OF PFC BOOST CONVERTERWTTH PEAK CURRENT
CONTROL :
The Boost Converter with peak current control PSPICE model is displayed in Figure
5-
23. The accompany PSPICE file is listed in Table 5-3. The current control
section of
Figure 5-2 is replaced by the model which effectively implemented the behavior
of
the Boost Converter described by equation (4-44).
The voltage source Em1 calculates the slope of the positive going
inductor current
ramp by implementing equation (4-46). The voltage across the
inductor is calculated
by subtracting the voltage drop of RLfrom the
input voltage. The slope, ml, is equal
to the voltage across the inductor divided by the inductor value.
The negative going slope of the inductor current, m2,
is calculated by the voltage
source Em2. Equation (4-46) is carried out by subtracting the voltage across RL
and
Vo from the input voltage. The negative slope, m2, is
then calculated by dividing the
voltage across the inductor by the inductor value. Em2 can be used to
provide for
optimum slope compensation for the current control loop. The duty cycle
control
signal is calculated by implementing equation (4-44). The
compensation slope value.
mc, is left as a parametric
variable and will be substituted at run time. The voltage
source Ed limits the duty cycle control signal from OV (0%)
to 1V (100%). The current
reference is provided by scaling the absolute value
output of the voltage source Ein
by 0.01 . The inductor
current is sensed by Hse which has transfer gain of
0.5.
The simulation is carried out for
inductor values of 1 mH, 5 mH and 10 mH. The
corresponding dwell
angles and durations can be calculated from
equation (4-54):
For L = 1 mH, D
Ugx
= 0.67, cj> =
18.770
= 868.98u seconds.
ForL = 5 mH, DMax
= 0.85, $ =
9.431
= 436.62u seconds.
For L = 10 mH, D
^




corresponded to the simulated results
































PSPICE file for PFC Boost Converterwith peak current control.
BST PFC4.CIR THOMAS YEH
* FILE DESCRIPTION
* State Space model template file for a boost converter operating in
*
continuous conduction mode used in power factor correction with
*
peak current control.
* DEFINE NOMINAL PARAMETERS
.param L = 1m





* Input line source: 60HZ sine 230Vrms
Vin line 0 sin(0 325 60 0 0 0)
Rvin line 0 1Meg
* Full wave rectified line:
Ein in 0 value = {abs( V(line) )}
RL in 1 {RL}
L 1x{L}
Vsen x 2 dc 0
*
The boost dc-dc transformer subcircuit call:
X1 203 012dc_boost
* Output elements:
d1 3 4 Dmod
Re 4c1e-6
Co c0 820u
Ro 4 0 {rload}
* Current mode control section:
Em1 10 0 value = { (v(in)-(l(Vsen)*RL))/L }
Rm1 10 01Meg
Em2 11 0 value = { abs((v(in)-(l(Vsen)*RL)-v(4))/L) }
Rm2 11 0 1Meg
Edu 13 0 value = { (v(ref)-V(sen))/(Ts*(0.5*v(10) +mc)) }
Rdu13 01Meg
Ed 12 0 table = { v(13) } = (0, 0) (0.5, 0.5) (1, 1)
* Current sense and Voltage reference:
Eref ref 0 value = { 0.01*v(in) }
Rerf ref 0 1 Meg
Hse sen 0 Vsen 0.5
Rhs sen 0 1Meg
*
SUBCIRCUIT DEFINITION
.subekt dc_boost a b c d e
vmtr a f dc 0
ein f b value = { v(c,d)*(1-v(e)) }




.subekt ideal_op ninv inv out gnd
rin ninv inv 1 G
eo out gnd table {v(ninv, inv)} =







param L list 1m 5m 10m
.tran 0.1m 50m 0 0.25m







Figures 5-24 to 5-29 are the simulation results with L = 1 mH. Figures 5-30 to 5-35 are
the simulation results with L = 5 mH. Figures 5-36 to 5-41 are the simulation results
with L = 1 0 mH. Figure 5-42 is an expanded view of the inductor current for the
three simulation runs superimposed in one diagram for comparison. Similarly,
Figure 5-43 is an expanded view of the duty cycle control signal forthe three
simulation runs superimposed in one diagram for comparison.
The simulation results verified the waveform shaping performance of the pfc Boost
Converterwith peak current controlled current modulator. The effectiveness of the
current shaping is displayed in Figures 5-25, 5-31 and 5-37. The inductor current
follows the fullwave rectified voltage waveform except during the dwell interval.
The dwell angles decreases as the inductor value is increased from 1 mH to 10 mH
which is in accordance with the results predicted by equations (4-50) and (4-54). The
increasing inductor values has an opposite effect on the dwell angles compared to
the effect of increasing inductor values has on the delay angles. The inductor current
waveform in Figure 5-25 displays significant amount of dwell angle. The simulation
result of Figure 5-25 for the dwell angle is measured to be
18.883
or 874.2u seconds.
This corresponded with the calculated value of
18.770
based equation (4-54). The
simulated dwell angle displayed in Figure 5-31 is measured to be
9.5
or 440u
seconds. This also corresponded with the calculated value of 9.431. The simulated
duty cycle control signal waveforms displayed in Figures 5-26, 5-32 and 5-38 follows
the predicted waveform presented in Figure 4-12.
The dwell angles for the three inductor values are superimposed in one simulation
output displayed in Figure 5-42.
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FIGURE 5-24
Simulation resultwith inductor value = 1 mH.
Top Plot: Input Voltage and OutputVoltage.





Simulation result with inductor value = 1 mH.















Simulation result with inductor value = 1 mH.


































Simulation resultwith inductor value = 1 mH.















Simulation resultwith inductor value = 1 mH.











Simulation resultwith inductor value = 5 mH.
Top Plot: Input Voltage and OutputVoltage.






Simulation resultwith inductor value = 5 mH.





Simulation result with inductor value = 5 mH.
Expanded View of the duty cycle control voltage (0V= 0%, 1V= 100%).
























Simulation resultwith inductor value = 5 mH.
















































Simulation resultwith inductor value = 5 mH.
Duty cycle control voltage (OV= 0%
,





Simulation result with inductor value = 10 mH.
Top Plot: Input Voltage and Output
Voltage.




Simulation result with inductor value = 10 mH.






Simulation result with inductor value = 10 mH.
Expanded View of the duty cycle control voltage (0V= 0% , 1 V
= 1 00%).

























Simulation resultwith inductor value = 10 mH.










































Simulation resultwith inductor value = 10 mH.








Simulation resultwith inductor value = 1 mH, 5 mH, 10 mH.









Simulation result with inductor value = 1 mH, 5 mH, 10 mH.




5.4 SIMULATION OF PFC BOOST CONVERTERWITH OUTPUTVOLTAGE
CONTROL LOOP :
The PSPICE model for the PFC Boost Converterwith an output voltage control loop
is displayed in Figure 5-44. The accompany PSPICE file is listed in Table 5-4. The
current modulator section is the average current controlled current modulator
model of Figure 5-2. The output voltage is sensed by the divider resistor Rdivl and
Rdiv2. The output of the dividers at node 6 is compared to a DC reference voltage,
Vref, at node 7. The difference error is amplified by subcircuit X3 which models an
ideal opamp. The reference for the current, modeled by Emul, is equal to the output
ofX3 at node 8 multiplied with the output of Eref. Eref is a scaled version of Ein. The
error amplifier gain is setup by the feedback resistor Rcmp. The simulation is carried
outwith the inductor value of 1 mH, resistive load of 200 Ohms and output
capacitance of 820 uF. These are the same values used to generate the simulation
results displayed in Figures 5-3 to 5-8.
The results of the simulation with Rvsetto 100K Ohms are displayed in Figures 5-45
to Figures 5-49. The regulation of the output voltage at about 400VDC by the
voltage control loop can be readily observed especiallywhen the output voltage is
compared to the simulation result displayed in Figure 5-6.
The distortion of the inductor current caused by the injection of 2co AC ripple into
the voltage control loop is illustrated in the bottom plot of Figure 5-46. The output
voltage ripple can be observed at the output of the voltage error amplifier. Figure 5-
49 shows the peak to peak value of the AC ripple present at the output of the
voltage error amplifier is about 1 .7V and it is superimposed on DC error signal of
2.2V. The resultant current reference signal to the current error amplifier is also
distorted as displayed in Figure 5-48.
Without a sample and hold function, the peak to peak amplitude of the AC ripple
injected into the loop is set by the loop gain at the frequency 2co. The distortion
produced by the AC ripple can be reduced by lowering the peak to peak amplitude
of the AC ripple at the output of the voltage error amplifier, X3. Figures 5-50 to 5-54
are the simulation results with the voltage error amplifier gain reduced by lowering
the value for Rv to 50K Ohms. The effect of the reduced loop gain is the control loop
now produces higher steady state output voltage
as shown in Figure 5-50. However,
the distortion of the inductor current is also reduced as displayed in the bottom plot
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of Figure 5-51 . The corresponding peak to peak AC amplitude at the output of the
voltage error amplifier is about 0.5V and it is superimposed on DC error signal of
2.2V. The current modulator reference with the reduced voltage control loop gain
now has very small amount of distortion compared to Figure 5-48.
The effectiveness of the voltage regulation function is simulated by changing the
input voltage and output load of the PFC Boost Converter model. Figures 5-55 to 5-
59 displays the simulation resultswith 50% step down of the input voltage. Both the
simulated input voltage and output voltage are displayed in Figure 5-55. The step
change of the input voltage from 230Vrms to 125Vrms occurred at simulation time
of 50m second. Only a slight drop in the output voltage can be observed in the
simulation result. The corresponding increase in the inductor current is displayed in
the bottom plot of Figure 5-56. The simulation results confirmed the ability of the
PFC Boost Converter to function as a constant power regulatorwith voltage
regulation. Figures 5-57, 5-58 and 5-59 displays the response of the duty cycle signal,
current modulator reference signal and the output of the voltage error amplifier
due to the input voltage step change.
Figures 5-60 to 5-64 displays the response of the voltage regulation loop with an
output load step change. The input voltage is held constant while the output load
power is doubled at the simulation time of 50m second. A slight decrease in the
simulated DC output voltage can be observed in Figure 5-61 . The increase of the AC
ripple at the output voltage due to the additional load is also observed in Figure 5-
61. The additional output load must be compensated with corresponding increase in
the magnitude of the inductor current as seen in the bottom plot of Figure 5-61 . The
inductor current also exhibits greater amount of distortion, compared to Figure 5-
56, attributing to the additional AC ripple being injected into the voltage control
loop. Figure 5-64 displays the greater AC peak to peak amplitude at the output of
















State Space model template file for a boost converter operating in
*
continuous conduction mode used in power factor correction with
*
average current control. An outer voltage control loop is included.
*
DEFINE NOMINAL PARAMETERS
.param L = 1m
.param RL = 0.01
.param Rload = 200
.param Cv = 0.1 u
.param Rv = 1 0OK
.param Mulgain = 3.5
* CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
* Input line source: 60HZ sine 230Vrms
Vin line 0 sin(0 325 60 0 0 0)
Rvin line 0 1 Meg
* Full wave rectified line:
Ein in 0 value = {abs( V(line) )}
RL in 1 {RL}
L 1x{L}
Vsen x 2 dc 0
Dby in 4 dmod
*
The boost dc-dc transformer subcircuit call:
X1 2 0 3 0 5 dc_boost
* Output elements:
d1 3 4 dmod
Re 4 c 1 e-6
Co c 0 820u
Ro 4 0 {rload}
* Current sense and control:
Hse sen 0 Vsen 0.35
Rf sen20 10K
Rz 20 30 15K
Cz 30 40.001 u
X2 10 20 40 0ideal_op
Rop 40 01G
Ecmp 50 0 value = { (v(40)+0.1)/3.5 }
Rcmp 50 0 1 G
Edut 5 0 table {v(50)}= (0,0) (1,1)
* Voltage feedback control loop:
Rdivl 4 6 770K
Rdiv2 6 0 10K
Vref 7 0 dc 5.0
Ccomp 6 8 {Cv}
*Rcomp 6 8 {Rv}
X3 7 6 8 0 ideal_op
Rx3 8 0 1 MEG
Eret ref 0 value = { 0.01 *v(in) }
Rerf ref 0 1 G
Emul 10 0 value = { v(ref)*v(8)/Mulgain }
Remul 10 0 1G
* SUBCIRCUIT DEFINITION
.subekt dc_boost a b c d e
vmtr a f dc 0
ein f b value = { v(c,d)*(1-v(e)) }
go d c value = { l(vmtr)*(1-v(e)) }
ro d c 1 G
rd e0 1G
.ends
.subekt ideal_op ninv inv out gnd
rin ninv inv 1 G
eo out gnd table {v(ninv,inv)} =




.model switch vswitch(ron= 100 roff=1G von=2 voff=0.5)
* SIMULATION DIRECTIVES
'.step param Cv list 1 u 0.1 u 0.01 u
'.step param Rv list 200K 1 00K 50K
.four 120 i (I)
.tran 0.5m 50m 0 0.5m




























































Simulation result with an output voltage control loop
(Rv= 100KOhms)
Top Plot: InputVoltage and Output Voltage.





Simulation resultwith an output voltage control loop
(Rv= 100KOhms)


















Simulation result with an output voltage control loop
(Rv = 100KOhms)


























































































Simulation resultwith an output voltage control loop
(Rv = 50K Ohms)
Top Plot: InputVoltage and OutputVoltage.
Bottom Plot: Inductor Current.
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FIGURE 5-52
Simulation result with an output voltage control loop
(Rv= 50KOhms)
Duty cycle control voltage (0V=0%, 1V=100%).
Chapter 5
FIGURE 5-53










Simulation resultwith an output voltage control loop
(Rv= 100KOhms)





Simulation result with an output voltage







Simulation resultwith an output voltage control loopwith input step change
(Rv= 100KOhms)
Top Plot: InputVoltage and Output Voltage.





Simulation resultwith an output voltage control loop with input step change
(Rv= 100KOhms)






































Simulation result with an output voltage control loop with input step change
(Rv= 100KOhms)




Simulation resultwith an output voltage control loop with load step
change
(Rv= 100KOhms)













































Simulation result with an output voltage control loop with load step change
(Rv = 100KOhms)
Top Plot: Input Voltage and OutputVoltage.










Simulation result with an output voltage control loop with load step change
(Rv= 100KOhms)














Simulation result with an output voltage control loop with load step change
(Rv= 100KOhms)




5.5 SIMULATION OF PFC BOOST CONVERTER SMALL SIGNAL RESPONSE :
The PSPICE model of Figure 5-44 is modified to simulate the small signal
characteristics of the PFC Boost Converter. The sinusoidal input source Vin is replaced
by a DC source with magnitude equal to the RMS value of the sinusoidal source. An
AC source is inserted in series with Rdivl and the output node (4) to provide the AC
stimulus for the simulation. A new node, 4x, is created by the insertion of the AC
source. The control to output frequency response of the control loop, described by
equation (4-91), is measured as the ratio of the converter output (node 4) and the
output of the error amplifier (node 8). The overall loop frequency response is equal
to the ratio of the AC signal at node 4 and the AC signal at node 4x.
The dependence of the control to output frequency response on the RMS magnitude
of the sinusoidal line voltage is illustrated from the simulation results of Figures 5-63
to 5-68. Figure 5-65 is the control to output frequency response with input source
set to an equivalent of 115Vrms. Figure 5-66 is the control to output frequency
response with input source set to an equivalent of 230Vrms. The DC gain with input
of 230Vrms is about 1 2db higher then when input is set to 1 1 5Vrms. This is consistent
with the behavior described by equation (4-91) where the DC gain varies in
proportion to the square of the input voltage. The simulated result also illustrate the
single pole frequency response with the pole frequency determined by R0
and C0-
The 3db frequency of the simulated control to output response is
about 2HZ which is
consistent with equation (4-91). The phase characteristic of the control to output
response is displayed in Figure 5-67. The phase characteristic is also
consistentwith a
single pole frequency response system where
45
phase shift occurs at 2HZ and
maximum phase shift is 90. The overall control loop frequency response simulation
result is displayed in Figure 5-68 for both equivalent
input magnitudes of 1 1 5Vrms
and 230Vrms. The zero gain bandwidth when
input is set to 1 1 5Vrms is 1 /4 of the
bandwidth with the input set to 230Vrms. This
result is in accordance with results
predicted by equation (4-91).
Figures 5-69 to 5-72 are simulation results
with three gain settings for the voltage
error amplifier. Figure 5-69 displays
the inductor current for Rv values of 200K Ohms,
100K Ohms and 50K Ohms. The
amount of distortion increases as the value of Rv
increases. In Figure 5-70 the AC ripples at
the output of the error amplifier for the
three Rv values are displayed.
With Rv of 50K Ohms, the AC peak to peak ripple at
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the output of the error amplifier is about 0.45V. With Rv increased to 200K Ohms the
AC peak to peak ripple at the output of the error amplifier is increased to almost
1 .8V. The higher Rv value provides higher amplifier gain which injects greater
amount of AC ripple into the control loop.
The values of Rdivl
, Rdiv2 and Vref set the steady state output of the converter to
about 400VDC. When the loop gain is increased the loop is more able to minimize
the steady state error at the output of the converter. Figure 5-71 displays the
converter output for the three Rv values. The output voltage plot with Rv value of
50K Ohms is about 430VDC while the output voltage plot with Rv value of 200K
Ohms is about 400VDC.
Figure 5-72 displays the overall control loop response with three Rv values. The gain
curve with Rv set to 200K Ohms has DC gain of approximately 28db while the gain
curve with Rv set to 50K Ohms has DC gain of approximately 1 6db. The attenuation
of the control loop at 1 20HZ is about 20db for Rv of 50K Ohms and decreases to
about 7db for Rv of 200K ohms. The differences is consistent with the 4 to 1 expected




Frequency response simulation result
(Rv= 100KOhms)


































Frequency response simulation result
(Rv= 100KOhms)




Frequency response simulation result
(Rv = 100KOhms)








































Frequency response simulation result
(Rv= 100KOhms)



































Frequency response simulation result
(Vin = 230Vrms)
Top Plot: Inductor currentwith Rv
= 50KOhms.
Middle plot: Inductor current with Rv = 100K Ohms.





Frequency response simulation result
(Vin = 230Vrms)
Top Plot: Voltage error amplifier outputwith Rv = 50K Ohms.
Middle plot: Voltage error amplifier outputwith Rv = 100KOhms.





Frequency response simulation result
(Vin = 230Vrms)
Top Plot: Converter output voltagewith Rv
= 50K Ohms.
Middle plot: Converter output voltage with Rv = 100K Ohms.






Frequency response simulation result
(Vin = 230Vrms)




5.6 PFC BOOST CONVERTER EXPERIMENTAL CIRCUITDESCRIPTION :
The circuit and data used for experimental verification is based on the circuit and
data published in reference [27] and [28]. The circuit schematics is reproduced in
Figure 5-73 and Figure 5-74.
The schematic of Figure 5-73 is the power processor portion of the experimental pfc
Boost Converter. The schematic of Figure 5-74 is the control circuit portion of the
experimental pfc Boost Converter. The control circuit was implemented based on
Microlinear ML4812 integrated circuit.
The component values listed was chosen based on derivations provided in reference
[28]. The Boost Converter operates at 100KHZ switching frequency. The current in
the inductor is sensed during the ON time of the power switch with the current
transformer T1. The power switches are two parallel connected MOSFETsQI and Q2.
The output capacitors are the series connected capacitors C10 and C1 1 . C8, C9 and
C12 provides high frequency filtering at output DC voltage Vo. The input fullwave
rectified voltage is used as the reference input at node Vs. Vs is then converted into a
current signal by the resistor Rp. The inputs to the multiplier are the output of the
voltage error amplifier and the converted signal from Vs. Both multiplier inputs are
converted current signals. The slope compensation of the current modulation loop is
provided at the input to the PWM comparator at the collector of Q1 in Figure 4-74.
The compensation slope is chosen to equal to 60% of the worst case negative going
slope of the inductor current. The output of the current transformer T1 is converted
into a voltage signal by Rsand connected to anotherterminal of the PWM
comparator. The remaining input of the PWM comparator is connected to 5V and it
is used as the peak current limiting signal not involved with the PFC operation. The
experimental control circuit implemented with ML4812 is the peak current control































































5.7 PFC BOOST CONVERTER EXPERIMENTAL CIRCUIT RESULTS :
The data provided in references [27] and [28] is used to verify the derivations and
PSPICE simulations. The current modulator control circuit implemented by the
experimental circuit is based on the peak value of the inductor current signal.
Equation (4-50) is the derived governing equation for the peak current controlled
current modulator. The term KR is adjusted by the voltage control loop to to
accomplish voltage regulation. Rearranging equation (4-50) to solve for KR:
m T
'










The maximum steady state duty cycle, DMax, is solved by substituting the
expression
iorKR into the equation (4-47).
KR and DMax uniquely characterizes the large signal pfc
responses of the Boost
Converter. Using the dwell angle values provided in reference [27], KR
and DMax is
calculated and listed in Table 5-5. The other pertinent data are mc
- 360K, l =
566uif, Ts = 10us and v0
= 385VDC.
As expected, KR and DMax is proportional to

















742 120 11.8 0.1022 0.910
615 120 13.7 0.0880 0.895
488 120 17.6 0.0683 0.866




588 240 21.0 0.0292 0.711
469 240 24.0 0.0250 0.671




The PSPICE circuit model of Figure 5-23 and listed in Table 5-3 is modified to include
the KR values calculated in table 5-5. The output load resistance was changed to
match the input power magnitude listed in Table 5-5. The simulation results are
presented in Figures 5-75 to 5-86.
Figures 5-75 to 5-78 displays the simulated inductor current waveform for the
various power levels and with input voltage of 230Vrms. The dwell angles in the
inductor current agrees with the experimentally measured data. Figures 5-79 and
5-
80 displays the simulated duty cycle signal variations. The maximum steady state
duty cycle signal values also agrees with theDMax values listed in Table 5-5.
Figures 5-81 to 5-84 displays the simulated inductor current waveform for the
various power levels and with input voltage of 120Vrms. The dwell angles in the
inductor current agrees with the experimentally measured data. Figures 5-85 and
5-
86 displays the simulated duty cycle signal variations. The maximum steady state
duty cycle signal values also agrees with the DMax values listed in Table 5-5.
The PF and THD of the experimental circuit is calculated with equation (4-60) and (1-
17) respectively. Alternatively the PF and THD can be determined from the curves
displayed in Figures 4-14 and 4-15.
The experimental verification results is summarized in Tables 5-6 and 5-7.
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FIGURE 5-75
Experimental circuit simulation resultwith
Vin = 220Vrms,Ro = 205 Ohms.


























Experimental circuit simulation resultwith
Vin = 220Vrms, R0 = 246 Ohms.























Experimental circuit simulation resultwith
Vin = 220Vrms,Ro = 308 Ohms.






































Experimental circuit simulation result with
Vin = 220Vrms,Ro = 410 Ohms.


























Experimental circuit simulation resultwith
Vin = 220Vrms
Top Plot: Duty cycle signal for Ro = 205 Ohms.





Experimental circuit simulation resultwith
Vin = 220Vrms
Top Plot: Duty cycle signal for R0 = 308 Ohms.















Experimental circuit simulation resultwith
Vin = 120Vrms,Ro = 195 Ohms.





























Experimental circuit simulation resultwith
Vin = 120VrmsfRo = 235 Ohms.

























Experimental circuit simulation resultwith
Vin = 120Vrms,Ro = 296 Ohms.


















Experimental circuit simulation resultwith
Vin = 120Vrms,Ro = 396 Ohms.




































Experimental circuit simulation resultwith
Vin = 120Vrms
Top Plot: Duty cycle signal for Ro = 195 Ohms.













Experimental circuit simulation resultwith
Vin = 120Vrms
Top Plot: Duty cycle signal for Ro = 296 Ohms.






EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION RESULT SUMMARY FOR 120Vrms.
















742 0.991 12.30 11.80
615 0.988 14.36 13.70
488 0.983 16.95 17.60


















































205 0.9741 23.19 20.142
246 0.9724 23.98 20.768
308 0.9678 26.01 22.367




The need for power factor correction of off line power converterswith capacitive
input filter has been established, pfc is necessary to increase the utilization
efficiency of the AC power and to minimize harmonic pollution of the AC lines. The
future adaptation of IEC-555 standard, stipulating the requirement for harmonic
magnitudes, is an additional impetus for implementing pfc across a broad base of
applications.When the regulatory standards are formalized, many of the office
equipments such as work stations, copiers, printers and computers of all sorts will be
held responsible for the current waveshape at its input terminals.
Passive methods of pfc are simplistic and effective. The two passive pfc networks
discussed in this Thesis, the inductive input filter and the resonant input filter, both
have been shown to be capable of improving power factor by eliminating the high
order harmonics from the currentwaveform. In the analysis of the inductive input
filter, the theoretical maximum PFachievable is calculated to be about 0.9. The
resonant input filter is theoretically capable of achieving unity pfwhen the resonant
frequency of the filter is tuned to the frequency of the AC line. The reactive elements
of the passive pfc networks must be designed for line frequency operation. The
resultant large and heavy reactive elements are unattractive for use in office
equipmentswhere the trends has been toward miniaturization.
Active power processors, based on switching converters or resonant converters, can
also be specially designed to
"shape"
the line input current while operating at
frequencies orders of magnitudes above the line frequency. The high frequency
operation makes it possible to use very small and light weight reactive elements in its
design. The reduced size and weight must be balanced against the additional parts
and complexity associated with
an active power processors.
A PFC Boost Converter is analyzed in detail for two methods of implementing the
current modulator controller. The two current
modulator controllers are specified as
the peak current controller and the average
current controller. Both current
modulators reshape the average input current of the
PFCConverter into a scaled
replica of the fullwave rectified input voltage
waveform. The current waveform of
both current modulator controllers exhibits
distortions at or near the zero crossings
of the voltage waveform. The source of
the current waveform distortions for the
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two currentmodulator controllers are different and they are treated separately in
detail in the Thesis.
The pfc function effectively forces the input port of the Boost Converter to appear
as a resistor. The effective value of the resistor is derived and is designated as REff.
The dynamicmagnitude of REff\s a function of the duty cycle and the output DC load
of the pfcConverter.
The distortion of the input current waveform for a pfcConverter implementing the
average current controller is attributed to delay intervalswhere the inductor current
lags the voltage waveform at or near the zero crossings. The delay is present because
the finite dildt of the inductor current is unable to match the dvldt of the voltage
waveform at and near the zero crossings. The delay interval distortion is minimized
by lowering the value of the inductorwhich increase the dildt response of the
inductor current.
The distortion of the input currentwaveform for a PFCConverter implementing the
peak current controller is attributed to dwell intervalswhere the inductor current is
zero. The dwell intervals in the inductor current is attributed to the current
controller responding to the peak value of the inductor current while attempting to
control the average value of the inductor current. The dwell interval distortion is
minimized by increasing the value of the inductor which reduces the differences
between the peak and average value of the inductor current.
The dwell interval is also affected by the compensation slope which is required to
avoid subharmonic oscillations when the duty cycle exceeds 50% . The compensation
slope increase the differences between the peak and average inductor current signal
in the controller and results in a longer dwell interval.
Both types of current controller shape the average current waveform of the input
current. For both current controllers discussed in the Thesis, the pfc Boost Converter
can be modeled as a controlled current source driving the output impedance of the
converter. The DC power consumed by the output load is reflected into the input
port as an effective resistor. The PFC Boost
Converter inherently behaves as a
constant power converter. The output voltage
of the converter can be regulated by
controlling the magnitude
of the current source driving the output port of the
converter.With the output voltage held to a constant value, the converter will force
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the current source to beinversely proportional to the input voltage magnitude and
directly proportional to the output load power. The signal level of the current
reference for the current controller is dynamically adjusted to maintain the current
source magnitude at a level required to regulate the output voltage.
It is necessary to limit the response of the voltage control loop to be insensitive to
the AC ripples on the output capacitor. This mean the voltage control loop
bandwidth must be limited to below the ripple frequency of the capacitor. If not
properly attenuated, the AC ripple on the output capacitor can be injected into the
voltage control loop and be superimposed on the current controller reference signal.
The AC ripple signal will then introduce distortions in the input current waveform as
the current controller respond to the AC ripple signal.
The AC ripple signal can be eliminated entirely by preceding the output voltage
sense or after the voltage error amplifier output with a sample and hold circuit. The
sample and hold circuit is synchronized to the AC ripple frequency preventing the AC
ripples from being sensed and subsequently injected into the control loop.
The gain of the small signal model for the pfc converter is derived to be
proportional to the input voltage RMS value squared. The proportionality term can
be divided out of the loop by the addition of a squarer and divider circuit.
The small signal characteristic of the PFCConverter can be suitably described by a
single pole transfer function.When the converter load is purely resistive, the pole
frequency is set by the output capacitance and 50% of the output load resistance.
When the converter is powering cascaded converters, the negative incremental
input resistance of the cascaded converter cancels the small signal output resistance
of the PFC converter. The response of the converter is determined by the current
source driving into the output capacitance.
The performance of the pfc Boost Converters has been successfully simulated with
PSPICE. The simulation results corresponds with actual experimental results
published in references [27] and [28].
Several pfc controller IC has been introduced in the recent
period.Without
exception these controllers are based on analog
circuit techniques. Non-of the
controller has a sample and hold circuit built into the IC. Considering the functions
necessary to implement the
PFC controller, it is perhaps more suitable to use a low
end microcontrollerwith built in A/D
converters and PWM outputs as the PFC




power converter controllers can not produce the desirable wide control bandwidth
due to the limitation of calculation speed for real time compensation. Since the PFC
Converter has an inherent bandwidth limitation, a microcontroller is better suited
for functions such as multiplication, squaring and divisions, rms value calculations,
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